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Club Plan
JACKSON PURCHASE Rail
Murray to Observe Lions
Guests at Rotary Murray Tobacco Markets
Movie to be Made
Meeting Thursday
With Local Talent KITE CONTEST WILL
Mule Day March 25
BE HELD MARCH 30
Lead West District Prices
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City Council Plans to Make
March Court Day Bigger
Occasion
PRIZE AWARDS WILL
BE ANNOUNCED LATER
Plans to make Fourth Monday in
March, already the biggest trade
day of the year in Murray, a still
bigger day are being completed
by the City 'Council. The court
square will be roped off and all
trading will take place there instead bf on the old "swapping
ring" at the corner of Third and
Walnut streets.
No cars will be allowed to park
around the square as that space
will be posted "For Mules Only."
The new parking- lot furnished by
the City will be available at that
time. The parking lot is located
at the corner of 4th and Poplar
streets.
Prizes, the number of whieh
will be announced later, will be
awarded - to the long-eared king
of the farmland. Alhtough ,classification for such awards has not
been announced ribbons will probably go the largest and smallest
mules displayed, the ugliest and
possibly the meanest.
Be awards what they may, the
fact remains that the He=hawing
natives of Calloway County will be
"king for a day" on Fourth Monday, reigning in state on the court
square of Murray. Further details
will be given in a later issue.
The familiar saying around these
parts of "being dressed up like a
Fourth Monday Mule" will really
have some significance after this
year.
Not only will they be
groomed to the nth - degree but they
will make their debut on the court
square op Easter (almost).
Many of our neighboring towns
feapre big days of this kind. Mayfield's mule day is one of long
*ending. Lowes also honors the
lc-.f beast in the same way. Ben,
ton features potatoes and .big singing.
Murray is not copying any of
these towns in planning for this
event, but is making it entirely
different by giving the biggest welcome and the best space on the
"main drag- to the age old business of trading.
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Lassiter Hill News
Lurlene Orr visited part of last
week with her uncle and aunt,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Orr, and family.
Visitors of Odie Morris and children Sunday afternoon were Willie.
Ruby and Dewie Orr and Adolphus Sheridan.
Ola Morris and Holton Byars
were Monday dinner guests of
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. B.
Byars.
Mrs. Ben Byars and Inez plan
to quilt soon.
Mrs. Commodore Orr was assisted
In quilting last week by Mrs. Henry Morris and Mrs. Odie Morris,
Mrs. Red Brannon has beerN suffering , with asthma recently. We
wish for her a rapid recovery.
Mary Catherine Morris spent
most of last week with her aunt.
Mrs. Douglas Vandyke and family.
While there she also .vas the guest
of Uncle Jim Hopper, Miss Ejnma
Hopper. and Mrs. Charlie Vick
awl family for a .day.
Odle Morris and son, Charles,
Commodore Orr and daughter.
Dorothy. and Milburn Paschall
spent Monday in Paris.
Mr. and Mrs. Oman Paschall
were Sunday guests in the home
of Mrs. Paschall's sister, Mrs,
Douglas Vandyke, and Mr. 'Vandyke.
Mr., and Mrs. Adolphus Wilson
weer, Sunday visitors in the home
of Mrs Wilson's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Red Brandon.
Henry Paschall was in Paris
Monday.
-Charles Morris was a business
visitor in Crossland Tuesday.
Several men are tutting wood
on Mrs. Bonnie Jones' farm. this
week.-Humming Bird.
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Basketball Teams
Presented to Club
The basketball teams of Murray
Training School and Murray High
• School were guests of ,the Young
Business Men's Club at their dinevening.
Monday
meeting
ner
Members of the teams were introduced by their respective coaches,
Clifton Thurman and Preston Holland.
Prof. C. M. Graham reviewed the
records of the two teams and expressed the pride of the club, and
of. Murray, upon their outstanding
perforthance throughout the past
season.

Plans for the selection of participants in a movie entitled "We
Are in the Movies", which will be
made and shown by the Murray
Lions Club, were discussed at the
regular meeting held Tuesday evening at the National Hotel.
The -film will ,t2e enacted by local
talent and filmed on the streets of
Murray. Production is scheduled
to start about the 2,0th of March
under the direction of General
Chairman Fred Shulz.
Funds derived from the showing
of this movie will be turned over
to N. G. Forrester, chairman of the
Blind and Sight Conservation committee to be used in securing glasses for under privileged children.

CHILDREN SEEK
EYE TREATMENT
Drs. 0. C. Wells, Sr., and H. B.
Bailey, Jr., Give Services
Free
Four children of Calloway county
have already benefitted by the campaign for testing eyes and fitting
glasses sponsored by the Kentucky
Optometrists Association, and approximately 15 have made application for this service. according
to Dr. J. 4. Outland of the county
health department.
The four applicants accepted
were examined Saturday, March
2. Two were under the care of
Dr. H. B. Bailey, clinician on this
project. and two were treated by
Dr. 0. C. Wells,. director.
Organizations, clubs, or individuals knowing of children suffering from defective sight are asked
Organization Plans to Be Perfected to bring this information to Dr.
Outland or Dr. Wells in order that
at Meeting in Courthouse
as many persons as possible needHere March 16
ing %his care may be reached.
There will be a mass meeting
of registered Republicans voters at
the Courthouse here on Saturday,
*arch 16, at 2 p. m., CST.
,
The purpose of this meeting Is
to name the county committee for
the ensuing four years.
It is desirable, according to
A. Hart, chairman, Calloway counMrs. Jewel Wilkerson tells us
ty, "that we have a representative that her flock of Rhode Island hens
gathering at this meeting and had a far better record in the 29
that we select a committee that days in February than it had in
will serve
ell the best interests the 31 days in January.
of the
Her flock of 30 Rhode Woad
hens layed 124 eggs more in the
month of February than in the
month of January. They layed
638 eggs during the 29 days, makThe executive council of the ing an average of 22 eggs per
Murray High School Parent-Teach- day. The total number of eggs
ers Association met Monday after- during the two months is 1150.
noon, March 4, in the home of
Mrs. Wilkerson said she is planMrs. Robert Smith, finance chair- ning to purchase another group of
man. The business session was baby chicks in the near future.
followed by a
delightful social
hour.

REPUBLICANS TO
HAVE MASS MEET

F.

Mrs. Wilkerson's
Rhode Island Hens
Break Jan. Record

13,- A. Notes

The regular March , meeting of
the Murray High P-TA met In the
auditorium March 6 at 3 p. m.,
with Mrs. Joe Baker, president,
presiding. The program consisted
of an exhibition by the elementary
girls tumbling class ;under the
direction of Mrs. Dew Drop Rowlett, physical education instructor, and talks by Miss Ruth Ashmore on youth activities and Mr.
Moser on "The Three 's in Education."
A shower, sponsored by the association, was quite a success.
Many lovely and useful gifts were
brought by members for the home
economics department. The seventh grade home room mothees
served refreshments. The attendance prizes were won by the
sixth and ninth grades.

Calloway Students
Go to University
Registration for the second term
of the current school year at the
University of Kentucky closed
Monday, February 19.
Among those students registered
from Calloway county are: Henry
E. Brandon, Jr., Hazel; Cadie Lee
Caldwell, Lynn Grove; Fred Crawford, Murray; Vernon Curd, Dexter; Carlisle Cutchin, Murray; Clara
Waldrop, Murray; Jim Therell,
Lynn Grove. Jay Wilson, Murray;
Harold Story, Almg„ James Everly,
Almo: Richard Jones, Lynn Grove;
Curtis Lamb, Hardin; Oscar Corbin, Jr. Murray; James Roberts,
Almo; Anne Richmond, Murray.

Whitlock News
Odie Huddleston has returned
to his home in Leland, Miss, after
visiting relatives here.
Joe Manning, who has spent the
winter in Florida, is at home with
his mother. Mrs. Fannie Manning.
The rains Saturday washed out
some bridges, so the school bus
that runs between Puryear and
Whitlock, was unable to run Monday.-Bluebird.

DEADLINE
Saturday, March 9. is absolutely the deadline for driving
motor vehicles without 1940 license. After that date, according to State patrolman Charlie
Adams, orders are to take those
without 1940 license before the
Judge

, Boyle ,county homemakers have
Ondertakgen a 3-months' study of
"food for health."

Sycamore Center
We had a big rain and some hail
here Saturday afternoon.
Health is fair in thif community
of which we are thankful.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr and
Misses Wilma and Pauline Paschall shopped in Paris Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Paschall
and Vernon Paschall and Mrs.
Nannie Paschall were all day
guests Sunday of Mrs. Rebecca
Paschall and family. ,
Mr .and Mrs. Fred Orr visited
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Orr and family
Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack 'Lampkins
were Saturday night guests of
Mr, and Mrs. Elmer Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Orr and
Miss Ople Orr spent the weekend
with Mr. and Mrs. One Kuykendell and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr and
baby visited Mr. and Mrs. Oman
Paschall Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Boss Darnell visited Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Paschall
and family Thursday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jones visited Thursday with Mr. and Mrs.
0thel Paschall. Their little grandson returned home with them and
remained until Sunday. .Mr. and Mrs. Hurbert Orr spent
the Weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Noah Holleyl
Mr. and Mrs. Cratic Paschall
visited with Mr. and Mrs. Clay
Cook and Miss Dona Paschall Sunday afternoon.
Jack Key sprained his ankle
Friday.
Miss Golden Tarkington is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Enloe Call and
Mae Hart of Cottage Grove this
week.-Happy Jack.

Problems Confronting the Railroads was the topic discussed by
Earl Roach, vice-president of the
N. C. and St. L. railroad, who was
the
Supervised
by
speakerat the Rotary club
Event to be
itineheon held at the N'ational Hotel
Wesley Kemper; Scouts
Thursday, February 29th.
to Assist.
Other guests of the club at this
meeting were P. L. Raper, general
agent
of Jackson, Tenn., 0. L. BorEARLY REGISTRATION
former Murray Rotarian who
URGED BY OFFICIALS en.
recently was transferred to Paducah; E. C. Mathis, local passenger
The Jackson Purchase Kite Con- agent. and Dr. Hugh Houston.
test, which •all boys are looking
forward to after its inauguration
last year, will be held Saturday,
March 30. The event is sponsored
annually by Murray State College
Museum under the direction of
Wesley Kemper, museum supervisor, and assisted by Boy ,Scout
Local Committee Appointed to
Troop No. 45 - of Murray.
Assist In Securing
Mr. Kemper announces the folHighway
lowing rules for the contest:
I. All kites most be registered
Calloway County Fiscal Court,
at the College Museum by 5 p. in regular session on Tuesday,
March 5, went on record as favorm. Wednesday, March 27.
2. Kite must be flying at 2;30 ing the building of a highway
p. m. on the day of contest to re- from Tennessee River along the
,county line, through Hazel, and on
ceive prizes.
West to connect with the Mayfield3. Each contestant is _limited to
Paris highway.
one kite.
- In endorsing' this move on the
4. Judges decision will be final.
part of residents of .the south an
5. There will be-rea entrance lee east sections of the county, the.
or age limit.
magistrates appointed a commit6. Contestant must be resigent tee, composed of the following
persons, to contact the proper auof Jackson's Purchase.
Mr. Kemper is anxious that reg- thorities to make such a project
istration of kites be made as soon possible: Judge J. W. Clopton,
as possible and urges all boys to chairman, T. S. Herron, 0. B. Turnstart work at once on the con- how; J. M. Marshall. D. N. White,
Esq. Graham Denham, W. B. Kelstruction of their entry.
ley M. Q. Lamb, Rudy Hendon,
The prize list, as released by H. V. Paschall, Representative P.
Kemper, is as follpws:
G., Curd, Senator V. A. "Bill"
1. Highest home made kite. a Phillips, Esq. Wells Nix and Esq.
2. Highest kite any make, 91.
L. N. Moody.
3. Highest box kite, $1.
The committee members stated
4. Smallest kite, $1.
that organized effort would be in5. Largest kite, $1.
In keeping With Safety First itiated immediately to... secure this
rules, Mr. Kemper warned all kits road.

FLOORS AVERAGE
$7.80 FOR WEEK

. KEEP HIM SMILING!

State Figures Show Local Marts
Are Ahead of Mayfield
and Paducah

COURT ENDORSES
PROPOSED ROAD

A dozen babies about ythe age of
the, smiling infant, in the picture
above are- in the same ward at the
Kosair Cripple Children Hospital,
Louisyille, one of the treatment
centers of the Kentucky Crippled
Children Commission. They are,
the victirtas of last summer's infanDollars
tile paralysis epidemic.
contributed during, the state-wide

We Congratulate I

$50.000 Seal Sale and membership
campaign of the Kentucky Society
for Crippled Children will go far
toward restoring to usefulness the
withered muscles of these helpless
babies. The campaign which will
begin on March 10th and close on
the 24, Easter Sunday, is under the
directorship of T. 0. Turner, Calloway county chairman.

COUNTY SCHOOLS

fliers to never fly kites near high
power lines and especially cautioned them, 'against using any
Mr. and Mrs. Howell Hicks of
other but a string to let their kites
Brandon upon the lairth of an
up with. No metalic material of
8,a pound son, James Nowell, Feb-'
any sort should be eonsidered.
Meet Will Be 'Held at Lynn Grove
This is one event in the Jackson
_ruary 25.
Tuesday. March 12; County
Purchase' where boys of all ages
Champs to Be Named
may compete in a contest of their
Mr. and Mrs. George .Sloan,
Prof. Charles Farmer, music inliking. Kites may be made in any structor at Murray High School, Almo, whose daughter, Carlea Joan,
Calloway County Interscholastic
shape form or fashion.
Boys in has announced that he will take a was born February 25. Carlea
Day will be held Tuesday, March
every section of the Jackson Pur- group of students to Hopkinsville, weighed 8 3-4 pounds.
12, with Lynn Grove High School
chased are urged to "get in" on Saturday afterreaon. March 9, to
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Nash, Almo, as host. All county high schools
the fun.
Remernber the date broadcast over Station WHOP.
March 30, on the campus of Mur- The program will be heard from 4 upon the arrival of a girl, weigh- enter contests in speaking events
ray State College.
ing 8 3-4 pounds. She has -been and vocal music contests.
to 4:30 o'clock.
The purpose of these tests' is to
named Virginia Lee.
The program will consist of a
select county champions and does
group of numbers that proved
not
eliminate participation in
Garrison,
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman
highly popular at a recent musical
Hamlin, on the birth of a daugh- the Regional meet to be held at
show given at the high school and
Murray State College later in the
Gray, March 4.
will not be of a classical nature. ter, Hilda
month.
The students to be heard over
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Falwell, MurThe county debate tournament
this broadcast are Jack Henry, ray Route 7, upon the birth of a was held at the Murray High
Mary
Jo
Pentecost,
Herbert
Lax,
Commonwealth's attorney Holson. March 2. Young Bobbie Joe School Tuesday, March 5, with
land Bryan, candidate for Con- Lochie Fay Hart, Gene Brewer, weighed 8 pounds.
three teams, Almo. Faxon, and
gress, visited in Murray Tuesday Mary Edith Lax and William JohnLynn Grove, tying for first place
son.
in the interest of his campaign.
Lovett
upon
Mr. and Mrs. Gentry
honors withAhree decisions each.
Mr. Bryan, who is a resident of
boy
on
a
10
pound
the arrival of
Paducah, is now serving his second AMERICAN LEGION WILL
March 6.
term as Commonwealth's Attorney
MEET TONIGHT AT 7:30
for the district comprised of McCracken and Marshall countieee In
The American Legion will hold
his race for endorsement, he was its regular meeting at the Court
Billy Cahoon, 16, son of Mr. and
unopposed.
House Thursday evening. March
Mrs. Homer Cahoon of the East
7th. at 7:30 o'clock.
"Good Gracious Gran d m a", side of the county, cut his nice
In the Lee county forestry proAll legionnaires are urged to be which is a spohomore play, will badly Tuesday, March 5, while
gram, locust and black walnut present for the regular business be given in the near future. Miss cutting wood.
session.
seedlings are popular.
He was rushed to Murray where
Jones is sponsor of the sophomore
he, received medical attent.an.
,
Our debate _team, which is com- Seven stitches were required.
posed of Nell and Josephine Striter,
has debated Lynn Grove, Faxon,
and Hardie. Mr. Lassiter, debate
coach. -says he feels sure that his
team* will rat* favorably with the
other teams in the &aunty.
Almo lost the bill tournament
Easter is just a little
as our boys were defeated by the
Lynn Grove Wildcats.
more than two weeks off,
Our net team played KirkSey
and no doubt you are
at Benton last Thursday in the
makkrig out your shopOur tioys
District tournament.
ping -list. May we suggest
showed the fighting spirit, but in
the last half Kirksey out scored
if you have not already
us and won.
done so, that you place

Music Students
of Murray High
Sing Over WHOP

TO HOLD CONTEST

Holland Bryan
Tuesday Visitor

Cahoon Sustains
Painful Injuries

Almo High School I

Your Easter
Shopping List

500 CALLOWAY MEN
SERVED IN WORLD
WAR

Charles Edwin Crawford
The list of names given in this
Alston MOntie Alexander
issue completes the list in our
Cleo C. Hale
files ot those Calloway Countians
Max Walston
who were either drafted or enCarl Todd
listed for service in the World
Griffin
Kenton
War, 1914-18. Following the list
James Ed Utterback
will appear another list which is
Noble Wall
the corrected form of names given
Luther Love Dunn
incorrectly in last week's issue.
Andrew Rogers ,
'The Ledger & Times appreciates
Samuel Sherman Edmunds
very much the assistance -given by
Charles Otis Turner
several of these ex-soldiers in 'getKedley Wilson
ting the list in more accurate
Wesley Herman Norman
form. Interesting bits of informa„
Virgil Seaton
tion concerning these men will be
Thomas Clifford
of interest to: all in this county.
James E. RhOdes
and the paper asks your cooperaAlton Elwood Barnett
tion in completing the files on
Rainy J. Wells
Photographs
these native sons.
Chalmers Chastian
and personal data will go far
Herman Lee Walker
toward making this file complete
Burris T. Waters
and correct.
Herman Carl Smith
Mr. Leonas Wyatt gave an intetHoyt Elroy Lamb
The Young Business Men's Clip,
while
service
sketch
of
his
esting
Hart Jones
Monday
evat its regular meeting
Times
&
-Robert C. Parks
ening. March 4th, went on record visiting in the Ledger
served 14
Arvy Thompson
as endorsing Henry Ward's bill office this week. He
over
were
months:
10
of
which
Tannie Deston Johnson
authorizing municipalities to neacross
spenf
seas.
Of
that
time
Herman
Scruggs
gotiate with TVA for power.
William Garland
Prof. L. J. Hortin was instructed the waters, two and one half
Henry Calvin Darnell
to notify Representative Pink Curd months was spent in a hospital
R. Ivan Futrell
and Senator V. A. "Bill" Phillips recuperating from wounds received
on the day before the Armistice
Hubert Hartford Bynum
of the club's action.
Ivan R. Futrell
The Ward Bill provides for cities was signed.
it
Burt
Morris
omitted
and towns to be compensated for, If names have been
Williams
George
the loss of taxes through the ac- would be a public service for relConnie B. Ford
atives or friends to bring this inquiring of private utility plants.
Collie R. Outland
formation for our,files.
Galveston Stephens
The list ,of names .follow:
In Boone county, 120 miles of
Henry Warren Brooks. Jr.
George Fourhee Given's' '
tine for rural electrification have
(See
"500 Calloway", Back Page)
Clarence Adams
been staked.

Young Business Men
Endorse Ward Bill to
Get T. V. A. Power

The Honor Roll is late this six
weeks as school was dismissed for
one week on account of illness and
bad roads.
All pupils that made the honor
roll but had missed 10 days or
more during the six weeks, were
withdrawn from the list.
....The honor roll is as follows:
First grade, Betty Hirzel', Wilma Fulcher. Lou Wanda Miller.
Martha Sue Suiter.
Second grade. Aarpnita Jane Allen, Mary Bob Hubbs, Thelma Lou
Jones, Jackie Lewis, Anna Lee
Miller. Mary Brinda Smith. Mary,
Kathryn Smith. Billie Raalittoberts.
Third grade. Franklin Rushing,
C. W. Jones. Denny R. Boston, Deloris Cleaver, Nettie Lou Culver,
Patty Lewis. James Thomas Rose.
Fourth grade, Billie Imes Lindsey,
Maurine Rowland. Ruby Dell Bizrell, Mary Alice Nanny, Rebecca
Sue Roberts. Bettye Sue Byers.
Fifth- grade, Charline Evans. Sikth grade, Thomas Roberts,
Dorothy Lou Griffin, Bessie Hale,
Mary Wilma Jones, Lois Suiter.
Virginia Williams.
Seventh grade: Mary Sue Rose,
Mavis Lee Rowland.
Freshman, Mydelle Roberts.
Sophomores, Evelyn Clendenon,
Doris Culver, Dorothy Sue Smith,
Harold Young,
Juniors, Odell Boggess, Virginia
Cleaver. Seniors, Howard Belcher. Mamie
Nell Rowland, Brooksie Nell Burkeen, Mary Nell Jones, Nell Suiter.

The Ledger and Times on
that list, for our special
offer of two years for
$1.00 to new and renewal
subscribers in Calloway
and adjoining counties
expires the day following
&titer.
Many things that you
probably will purchase
during t h e pre - Easter
shopping period will fade,
perish, or be consumed
after a few months, but
not true with The Ledger
and Times, for it will come
to your home every week
fresh and new with accounts of happenings in
your community among
your friends and neighbors.
Your response to our
special offer has been
gratifying indeed, f o r
which we are sincerely
thankful. We cordially
invite you who have not
taken advantage of this
unusual offer to do so befor the Fourth Monday
in March.

The Murray loose leaf floors
maintained their season record this
week by continuing to pay higher
prices for-dark fired tobacco than
any other market in the Western
Dark Fired Area, when they sold
a total of 515,610 pounds from
Monday through Wednesday, with
growers receiving $40,196.45 for
an averlite price of $7.80 per hundred.
The average price paid during
the first three days of this week
showed an increase of 12 cents on
the hundred over that paid in the
first three days of last week.
Deliveries for the first three
days of this week were likewise
greater than for the corresponding
period last week, as the floors received 515.610 pounds compared
with 394,080 last week.
A statistical report from the
State Department of Agriculture.
Frankfort, contains figures on the
three leading markets in the dark
fired district as follows:
January
Pounds
Money Avg.
Murray
715,130 $57,761.05 $769
Mayfield
905 418 61.710.18 6.82
Paducah
113,430
7,683.84 677
Season
Pounds
Money Avg.
Murray
914.285 78,427.26 838
Mayfield,. 992,543 68,085.92 6.86
Paducah' 113,430
7,683.84 6.77
This report was compiled early
in February and therefore contains only a small number of sales
during the month of February.
The sales by the Murray floors
for Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday of this Week were as follows:
Growers
Pounds
Money Avg.
Mon..
91,545 $ 6,822.66 $7.45
Tues.
28,135
2.294.17 8.15
Wed,
47,040
4,019.53 8.54
Farrls
Mon.
43,760
3,408.28 7,79
Tues.
35,185
2,781 73 1.91
Wed.
38.900
3 078 55 7.91
Association
Mon.
79,370
6.4a3 88 808
Tues.
46,465
3.339,69 7 19
Wed.
105.210
8,037.96 7 64
Totals 515.610 $40.196.45 $7 80

Lynn Grove High 1
School
We wish to take this opportunity to welcome all students and
visitors to the County High ScIfool
Interscholastic Day which will be
held here Tuesday. March 12.
The P-TA members held their
regular meeting Wednesday evening. The program, which was in
charge of the men, included numbers by the Kentucky Quartet.
,Lynn Grove High School's debating team, composed of Barkley
Jones and Maurita Morris, and
coached by Mrs. Buron Jeffrey,
participated in the county debate
tournament Tuesday. March 5,
which was held at Murray High
School.
Five county, debating
teams competed in the tournament. We are indeed proud of
our team since it won three decision out of four and resulted
in a tie for first place htmors.
Grade Department '^
The first and second grade,
under the supervision of Mrs.
Hale, have finished their unit 'on
the circus.
The children have
been busy building the merry-goround, which consists of a lion.
an elephant, a camel, and a giraffe. The children are now enjoying playing in the large tent
while watching the dolls perform
on the trapeze, the trick dogs, and
the skeleton man and fat woman.
Using circus figures in a creative
art activity, they have mounted
them on a freize. Circus figures
are also painted on the curtains
of the room.
Friday afternoon they entertained Miss Rogers' room with a
short program. They served peanuts and popcorn.
Teachers and student of the
grade department will have completed anoth'er successful year's
work when their term ends Friday, March 15.
Athletics
In the district tournament held
at Benton last week, our team was
defeated by Benton, the winner of
the tournament.

Holland Child Hurt
Little Miss Julia Ann Holland.
8-year-old daughter of Mn, arid
Mrs. Dallas Holland of the Faxon
community was painfully, but not
Seriously cut, Tuesday of this
week when she fell while helping
her mother set the table. She
was cut a,bout the chin by broken
china andiseveral stitches were required to close the wound.
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Complete business course at Chia,cone Business College. Mr. Rose
As the son of Mr. and Mrs. Will
Rose x.'f the county. and Mrs. Rolle
was, before her marriage, Mtn
Doris Fair of Murray.
Mrs. Melus Linn was called to
Evansville. Ind.. yesterday to Wand the bedside of her daughter,
Mrs Edward Bradley, who is ill.
Mrs. W G. Swann is spending
this week with her parents, her.
and Mrs. Bawd. in Barlow.

THE LEDGER & TIMES

in Paris Wednesday afternoon business.
Mrs. Maley Ball of Paris was a
shopping.
0. T. Mayer and Herman Ed- guest of Mrs. James Wilson and
Consolidation oi The Murray 'Ledger. The Calloway Times, and The
wards were In Murray Saturday
Tunes-Hereld, October 20. 1928
BY WAYLON
YorS
k,uncil
T. T. Elkins, secretary of the
allysirray. was in
I. ils°"
Mrs'
J. W
on business.
Published by The Calloway Publishing Company, Inc.
This week we have the matter crown in the passage of the teachChamber of Commerce. addressed
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
Mr. and M. Robert Braber, of Hazel Tuesday on besiness.
of some $136,000.00 to pour over er retirement fund. In the past, Oklahoma
the 20th Century Commerce Club
Mark Nix and .daughter, Mrs.
City, Okla., were in
the spillway. The genial sheriff, teachers have been forced to live,
R. R. Mclean and Waylon Raybern
Publishers at the, library Tuesday afternoon.
Hazel Monday as the guests of Garvin Curd, of the Blood River
Fox.
Ira
reports
$89.544.51
Joha S. Neal
that
in
Elkins
Mr.
Advertising Manager
continue their education, and lay
explained the operacommunity, were in Hazel Tuestaxes came rolling into his office aside something against the day their cousin, Mrs. C. W. Denham, day.
tions and functions of a Chamber
„
Entered at the Postottlete Murray. Kentucky, as second elass mail matter. of CoMenerce and outlined the acduring the month of February. when they would be kicked out of and Mr. Denheun.
Mr. and Mrs. Collie Bailey of
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Anderson
making total tax collections of a job because of old age out of the
that the local chamber parSubscription Itates:—In First Coneressional District and Henry and tivities
$136.000.00 in Calloway to date. very meager salary ranging from and Miss Eva Stubblefield motor- the Blood River section were in
Stewart Counties, Testa, $1.00 • year; Kentucky. $1.50; aisewhere.$2.00. tictpated in the past year.
Therlligh Sheriff also reported this four to seven hundred dollars per ed over to Paducah last Friday Hazel
Misses Virginia Lassiter and Patand
Tueeda
Mrs
'''. Finis Weatherford
to be the largest collection for the year. Now, they can -teach the to see "Gone With the Wind."
tie Overby were in Paducah last
month of February that he had young idea how to shoot" without
Mrs. E. D. Miller spent a few of Hazel announce the 'birth of
Thursday to see "Gone With the
ever known. and as you know he the daily worry about being turned days last week in Paducah visiting an Eles pound son, James Marshall,
Wind."
The retnatnder of the list of Calloway countiaris who Miss Reubie Wear left today for
has been connected with the office out on the pasture to starve when her daughter, Mrs. Julian Dis- on Monday night. March 4.
Mr. arid Mrs. Claude Anderson
as deputy 12 years before being overtaken by old age. This noble mukee, and family.
were drafted or volunteered for service in the WOrld war Mernphile and Bartlett. Tenn., to
elected sheriff in 19117.
professional group deserved this
Mrs. Mary Singleton was in and Mrs. Josie Hill spent Monday
along with a correction of last week's list appears in this visit with relatives for several
security.
Murray Sunday and visited Mrs. in Paris with their.. daughter and
We have gone over the County
weeks.
issue of the Ledger and Times.
Nellie Lowry who is a patient in sister, Mrs. K. B. Osbron,
The good response to the demand
Chaa. Si Hood, who has been Tax Commissioner's list, and find
Ted Latimer .and Charles WilWith one-third of the-world's population now engag- confined to his room with a severe that he has taxed the list with the that the stale and local tax bill be Splash . . Herman Ross drew the Mason hospital
son were in Mayfield Tuesday on
by March 1, indicates a little down the bank night award at the
Miss
Edith Jones, Murray, spent
ed in another deadly conflict, it is entirely fitting and cold for two weeks. is able to be least resistance, leaving and wav- settled
again.
ing his duty to give his valua- better financial condition than peo- Varsity theatre Monday night. We the week-end visiting her cousin,
proper that public attention be directed to the heavy outMr.
b"s
laLue
. W. Chrisman is on the sick
and Mrs. 0. C. O'Kell of tion as an observer of the prop- ple have been experiencing during presume that Herman had decided Eileene Paschall.
list this week at his home in
drain made upon Calloway's choice manhood by the call Long Beach. Calif., are guests of erty while taking. -the list (this the past few years. Calloway that Representative Pink Curd's
Charlie
AllbrItten
Sunday
left
would
be in fair shape financially -painless tax bill" is going to be
for service in the great world conflict ending almost her father. George Wallis, and oth- happened because he had to have
nol
a.
ifr
th. and Mrs. Marvin Jones were
help in listing). We find prac- were it not for the $226.000.00 still accepted by the Legislature and for Paris where he has work.
twenty-two years ago; the war that was fought to end er relatives.
Mrs. Celia Hart Crawford of in Paris Monday on business.
owed
the rod and bridge bonds just made up his mind lo go ahead
on
tically
the same level of values (I
Weeks
Jean
Mrs.
met
for
&MeV
Lynn Grove, was a guest in the
war and make the world safe for democracy. Yet, the Lexington. Ky.. where
H. A. Dumas was in Paris on
she Ms ac- should nut have said, level because voted in 1926-3. The Interest and and draw the money before its home of her aunt, Mrs.
principal Installment payments on passage. Mr. Curd's bill, already
F. Den- business Monday.
passing of twenty odd years has proved the fallacy of the cepted a position as ingialett
of a they are often very unieveD or
ham,
Sunday.
this indebtedness cuts in heavily passed by the House, would require
Bob Overcast was a Paris visitor
noble slogans of that war that brought death, suffering, beauty shop for Won5:WSas
,
de"- total value, and we find also that
Mrs. Will Jones spent Saturday Monday afternoon.
partznent store.
to bring the lower lists to the on the county's budgetary needs at persons drawing theatre bank night
disease, mutilation, sorrow, and anguish to millions.
in
Paducah
present.
shopping
and
awards
visiting
to give the State a percentMrs. C. C. Family 111 *Pending higher, to bring about sufficient
Mrs. Ruth Hull and slaughters,
age of the money. • So, we must adA review of History reveals that invasion, intrigue. several
they* in Naaindlie with her revenue, we .aiould have to raise
In our opinion, the Johnson ad- mit that Herman is both sensible Barbara and Aim, I3ob Turnbew,
75 per mak of the assessments.
violation of treaties, and the principal of "might is right" aster. Mrs. T. D. Walleut
ministration added a laurel to its and timely in his drawing.
0. B. Turnbow, Jr., James Overwe have decided to raise
have been the order in the old.worlcl, from the dawn of Mrs. Clarice Waft, it Padu- Therefure,
cast, and Miss Eva Perry were in
many who are relatively low, and
cah. was the wallailkit
atob
=
Mr.
home.
Paducah Saturday visiting and
recorded History down to the present day. So, in this und Mrs. Vernon
KLIIKSEY CIRCUIT
Sr.. lower those which are excessively
Hoyt Lamb of Frankfort was shopping.
twentieth century civilization, when it is definitely known and Miss Mary
high.
the guest of his brother a few days
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. White and of Horse Collars and Mule
R. F. Blankenship, Paster
by all that war settles nothing, and is emblematic of brutal Mrs, Woodfin Iftislas 4aft Satur- These raises in the assessment*
last week.
baby spent Sunday in Murray visitday
Kentucky
The
for
a
visit
Quartet
wide
parents.
a
gave
Dressing you will find in
bar
savagery. we find approximately a third of the people of Mr. and .Mrs.
are not too high—just high enough
ing
Mrs.
William
Mrs. White's sister, Mrs. Pat
Hull and daughgospel song program at our KirkAlex
Clure, in to reach the level
Calloway
county. Bought
required to raise
ters.
Gilbert,
the world again engaged in the bloody heathen game of Louisville.
Barbara
and
and
Paris,
Mr.
Ann,
Gilbert.
of
sey church which was enjoyed by
the necessry revetiue.
spent the week-end in Hazel with
Mrs. Grace Wilcox and daugh- before the advance and will
Mr. and Mrs W C. Geodnough
war._
packed
house.
a
As we see no way to keep off
her brother, 0. B. Turnobw, and ter, Billie Burk, spent the week- sure save you money.
Gig Harbor. Wash., were guests
Youth Rally
We are very much in:sympathy with President Roose- of
Mrs. Turnboy and family.
end in Paducah as the guests of
last
of Miss Cora Graves. the blanket raise, we have deThursday
night,
March
14,
is
the
cided
velt's moves to bring the leaders of the fighting forces TheyThursday
to
lower probably more than
were en route to Washington,
Mrs. W. B. Milstead, Mrs. Mary the former's sister. Mrs. B. E.
date for our Youth Rally St the
any
other
board
has ever done, so
Also Vulcan, Oliver, and
together for a settlement of the problems around the D. C. and New York before returnHolifield. and Mr. Holifield,
that the blanket raise by the state First Church in Paris. Young Sue Simmons. Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Mrs. J. D. McLeod was in Hazel Chattanooga
council table rather than on the battle field. The sending ing to the west.
Plows a n d
people, make your plans accord- Hendricks were in Paducah Wednot
will
be
such
an..teaequal
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Swami. both
lair- ingly.
visiting relatives and Repairs.
nesday to see -tbe picture "Gone Saturday
of Sumner Wellei, Undersecretary OT State, to Europe in have
had very severe attacks of. en ios.them. But it must be refriends.
With the Wind.",
` Coldwater
1
the role of America's Asnbassador-at-large to find out what flu this winter. Mrs. Swann suffer- membered that a general listing up
Mrs. Eunice Miller and daughRegular second Sunday services.
Thomas Perry Turnbow, who is
Hitler, the German dictator, wants is a noble gesture, but ed a re/apse of two weeks and was must be dune by the assessor or Church,
ter.
Virginia. Mrs. Ginneth Owen
School
at
10
a.
preachine•school
rn.:'
at
Memphis.
spent
the
very ill, and is just now up and we will be continually rafted by
and son Ginneth Sherion, were
not likely to produce immediate results. Steps in the outdoors
'service
at
11
weekend
a.
m..
in
Hazel
with
parhis
the
state
as the state is going to
some. Mr Swann sufferdirection of peace cotild hardly be expected in view of ed a .relapse
Your pastor is counting on you ents. Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. lawnbow Paducah visitors Saturday.
Hazel, Kentucky
last week and has force the county to collect enough
Miss Maude Walker and Miss
be in your place next Sunday. and family.
the diametrically opposing demands of Chancellor Hitler been very ill stain but is re rted taxes "..) r.• - st the budgOs_aneLeaa
Julia Frances, and Mrs. Lois
Joe Baker and J. F. Archer, of Waterfield
Of Germany and Prime Minister Chamberlain of Grelit some better at this writing, but is o i e
were in Murray SatMurray. were in Hazel Monday on
a shut-in.
We are continually L.ising to the
urday afternoon on business.
Britain. The German Dictator is asking a free hand in still
business.
• Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Barber of TVA in the valley and will amount
Mrs. S. S. Garrett of Memphis.
central Europe. and the return of Colonies last at the close Oklahoma gets, are the guests of to more each year. and
Charles Wilson and J B. Mayer Tenn., was
loss
called here on account
were in Murray Monday on busiof the World war, while the British leader says that Hif- Mr. and Mrf Rudy Smith and vis- will have to be taken Carethis
of
the serious illness of her mothof
from
iting other friends in the city.
EMIL
other sources.
leriSm and Nazism must be completely crushed.
er. Mrs. Felix Denham.
Baptist
Missionary
Society
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Calhoun and
Mrs. F. Denham is quite sick at
Personal property, in general.
Mrs. Ola Mai Wilson spent SatRegardless of the outcome of peace- moves and de-: son.
Meek
Larry Dale, of Memphis were listed at practically
her home in north Hazel
nothing
urday in Paris visiting her mother,
exmapds of leaders of warring factions hi Europe and Asia, weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. cept stores, mills and shops
-The Woman's Missionary SoMrs. 'gazelle Caldwell Hoffman Mrs. Brown.
which ciety of the Baptist Church will
we'Say never again should Calloway along with thousands Ernest Jones.
of Memphis and Ruby Singleton.
are so %tangible that they cankot
Mrs. Macon Miller and son,
Miss Bertie Manor had as her get by. But the
meet Thursday' _ morning at the of Paris, were; guests in the home
of other American counties be called upon to sacrifice the weekend
stores, nevertEe
guests Miss Jane Camp- less, have a very
church for an all-day meeting at of their kster, Mrs. Marian Wil- Macon Jr.. were-in Mlurithy Monuneven
day
list an
night to visit her husband.
es of young men upon the bloody battlefields of Europe. bell of Chicago and Mrs. J. R. Gra10 oflock.
Luncheon will be son. a few daks last week.
many will be raised considerabl
Macon Miller. who is a patient
It is difficult for a nation to maintain a strictly neut- ham of La Center,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Bray, Miss
as -there are none that need lower5i served at the noon hour.
in-the
Hospital.
ral policy today while other nations are engaged in war Mrs. Ben Keys has returned ing. This general fact is OW Mrs. Grace Wilson will be in Geneva Hutson and Charles J. M.Mason
Marshall, 0. B. Turnbinv
home after a visa with Mr. and
cause for a 21l1 per cent state raise charge! of 'the program, and the Reeves Jones were Murray visit- and T. S. Herron
because of economic alignments and the spread of propa- Mrs.
were in Murray
Bob Miller in Nashville.
progratn
be in observance of ors Sunday afternoon.
Tuesday on business.
ganda which has a tendency to arouse feelings and cause Mile Rebecca Farmer, a senior and 4hat is a state raise because the Anniewill
Armstrong
W.
offering
Mrs.
R.
Hicks
R.
had
as
her
much
of
goes to the state.
Ted Latimer, Charles Wilson,
a neutral people to4fsympathize with one nation and rebel at Bethel College in Hopkinsville, A few that
guests last week Mrs. Myrtle Mill- R.
gave in reasonable lista fi r SBC Home Missions.
,
:x Davenport were in Mayfield
spent the weekend with her paragainst the acts of another. The human mind and heart ents.
er
Mason
daughter.
and
Mrs.
Ruby
and
when
thee
20
per cent raise
Tuesday on business.
Mr. and
Autry Farmer. came it really
Bottom, of Memphis. and Mrs. R.
naturally rebels againA —Thi. recent rough treatment of Mrs. MorrowMrs.
was unjust and note P-TA Will Meet Thursday,
Mrs. Hub. Dunn and Bob Farley
Mahan and cnildChrisman
B.
of
Paris.
California Prune Juice
the
-low
March
Feerteenth
man"
must
come
ren
up.
of Mayfield spent- last wick
of Murray were in Hazel Monday
Poland by G6rmany and the wrongs being inflicted upon
•
J. W. Hicks of Murray was in to
I.2:on
county
had
a
mass
Laxative
with
her
meeting
sister.
visit Mrs. Neumie Vance and
Mrs. Harry Broach
little Finland by Russia at present. Yet, we must follow
Hazel
The
its
hold
P-TA
will
Hazel
Monday on 'business.
laet Thursday to devise some w
Mr. Broach.
daughter. Gertrude Vance.
No need to go through life feelregular
Monthly
meeting
ThursPresident Roosevelt's advice to "keep cool heads" and and
Charles
James
of
Paducah spent
Mrs. .T: L Hosiek of Dawson of combatting the loss of revenue
C. C. Weatherford, of Buchanan. ing nervous, tired and run
day, March 14, at 2:30 o'clock in the weekend visiting his parents,
to the TVA.
thereby prevent the wholesale transfering again of the Springs is the guest of Misses
Tenn • was' in Hazel Tuesday on
down, when the chances are
auidtorium
the
Betwith
president,
the
and
Mr.
Galen
Mrs.
James.
We
will
make some mistakes and
flower of American manhood to European battlefields. ty and Cappte Beale.
moot of your ill-health is dee ia
Mr. and Mrs. John Moore, Misses
Mrs. Gatlin Clopton. Mrs. Hugh leave some assessments too lo* Mrs. D. C. Clanton. persiding.
part or entirely to constipation
there to be crushed under the heel of despotism and Malugin Mrs.
Every member of the Hazel Larue Latimer. Louise and MagdaGreg Miller, Mrs. and occasionally will leave some
When the intestinal tract is
unit is urged to be present. lyne Lamb motored over to Padu- Our Reputation is
selfishness.
Noel Melegin, and
too
high.
•
The
latter
is
clogged with waste and poisons,
Mrs. Berry
where we
Visitors are also welcome.
cah one day last week to visit important
Broach spent Saturday in Paducah. are most eoncerned.
the other organs of your body
relatives and attend the picture
Among those from Murray who
T. 0. TURN'
fall to functiott -properly. You
Mrs. Rose Outland and daugh- show "Gone With the Wind"
attended the district
have to go about your work
missionary
ters. Bagra Nell and Mary Jane,
NOTICE OF ANNEXATION
meeting at the Christian Church in
Mrs. Bettie James, Mrs W. B.
You may have little
and play feeling only half-way
It is an accepted fact that civic, service, and social Mayfield Monday were Mrs. Marspent Siirtirday in Murray as the Milstead and Libbie James were ability to judge the
PROCEEDING
efficient,
worth of our services.
guests 'of her mother, Mrs. J. D.
clubs must have a program or project in order4o maintain vin Fulton. Mrs. 0.'C. GKell of
Why Not GetReel Relief New?
You may know nothing
Notice is hereby given that on McLeod.
beteg
Beach.
Calif..
Mrs.
Arthur
the interest of members and hold 'up attendant* at meet- Farmer, Mrs.
of comparative costs
You can get This easy, mild, yet
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Miller were
Charles Williamson. the 29th day of February. 1940. a
and values. In all probings. Many times clubs adopt programs, the accomplish- Mrs. W. B. Moser, Mrs. Rupert petition ex parte was filed in the in Paducah le.st Thursday on
effective relief with PRUNIAX,
ability, you have neiththe laxative Made with pure
ment of which has little or no value, just to maintain the Parks, Mrs. Gatlin Clopton. Mrs. Circuit'Couri for Calloway County. business.
er the experience nor
-California Prune Juice, Cascara
Morris Crass, Mrs. R. L. Wade and State_of, Kentucky. seeking annexaBro. and Mrs. J. E. Underwood
the inclination to judge
spirit of the members and keep the club alive.
Segrada,
and Senna. The action'
tion -to the City of Murray. Ken- of Jackson. Term., spent Thursday
Mrs.
V. Havens.
funerals from the more
The Public Health Optometry is offering a program Mrs.A.Darius
of PRUNLAX is smooths—no
A simple method has saved many commercial aspects,
Emerson
Wingo tuck", of 'certain territory adjacent in Hazel visiting in the Kelly
griping
or
ill effects. It is abwomen
suffering!
lot
to Calloway and Murray, which in our opinion is-worthy is the guest this week ofofMr.
of
a
and
„
contiguous to and immediately
If this is true, then
and
solutely safe for the delicate
West and South of the present
It is based on the fact that head- our reputation Is imof adoption and promotion by any, and all of the clubs.,in Mrs Carnie Hendon.
systems of,children and elderly
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Trevathen boundaries of the present boundaches, nervousness, cramp-like pain portant . . earned by
existence at present. •
people--containing no alcohol
Myears of serving and
and Dick
are often symptoms of funclional renetant
of Paducah. aries of the City.
adherence
or harmful drugs. You'll like
to
This health agency proposes through local optome- and Friknit Trevathen
The territory proposed to. be anGUARANTEED
Trevathen of Madisondystriesorrhco due to malnutrition.
self-imposed
ntandartis,
the
taste of PRUNLAX—a flatrists to examine and prescribe glasses or recondition the vale were guests Sunday of Mr. nexed consists exclusively of what
Help for this condition so often IL becomes, in time of
vor almost like stowed fruit.
is generally known as the Murray
eyes of all children in the county whose parents are unable and Mrs. Nat Ryan.
wed
ark.
beta
a
a
follows the use of CARDUI, belam save en PRUNLAK—Due
Mr. C. M. Rood. who has been ill State Teachers College District, lysaarce of confidence
to pay for such service free of cost.
to the small dosage required,
cau-A3 it usually increases the ap- and satisfaction not eswith- a severe cold for the past ing along a portion of the-Western
and to the lo* price of PRUNpetite and the flow of gastric juice; timable in terms of
Any club or organization may-assist in. this invaluable several days at his home oneTtellie boundary of said City. and also a
LAT--only 60 cents a bottle—
service by reporting to .the County Health Department Main street. is able to return to strip 250 feet wide lying along a Next Door to H. B. Bailey thus aids digestion and helps build price.
you will find it mast economical
portion of the Southern boundary,
physical resistance. Usual result
his downtown office.
Sincerely,
children who have defeetilve vision and
to else. So why not make this
refeyie_ig_Arm one Dan Edtvards
and the object and purpose of such
is kss periodic distress.
who has been a
small Int-eminent— in better
•dollar registration fee for each child who needs treatment. patinet
PHONE 35
in Mason Hospital is some- proposed annexation, the ordinance
HCburchil
'J.'
who
CARDUI
take
Many
few
a
health, today. Ask the druggist
providing fpr same, and of the
The regktration fee is the only charge, the service being what improved, although'
I days before and during "the time"
still in petition. are to annex said territory
about PRUNLAX. He'll tell
_.
Home
donated by local optometrists, and must be paid by some- the hospital.
you it's pleasant, mild, yet
helps
this
found
periodic
ease
I
have
make same an integral part of
'one other than the child. This progfarn offers to clubs Per. Rufe Farley remains unim- and
Telephone 7
discomfort. Women have used
forceful, safe tor all ages. For
the City of Murray, Kentucky for
proved
sale at—
CARDUI for more than 50 yearal
the opportunity to render lasting and invaluable service street. at his home on North Fifth all purposes.
Murray. Ky.
WALLIS DRUG CO.
where he has been ill for
Said petition was filed in the
to the program- of correction of defective vision, the. sometime.
name and on behalf of said City of
greatest impediment to obtaining an education.-Lester Rill of Tulat, Ark., is Murray and seeks judgment
of
visiting his•Mother..Mrs. J. C. Hill, Court at its April term. 1940, the
adtin South Sixth street
judging
that said lands shall be
Our silent tears are often shed
Miss Velnilt McCage is now Con- annexed to and become a part of
as we thihk of our dear brother
nected with the Jean Weeks Beau- said City.
Thaeker. He was so kind and ty Salon
In loyal; Memory of Thacker V.
as Operator.
This February 29, 1940.
leving always. Oh: It its sad withHowell Boggess is spending this
Paschall -who deRaFted this Lifr
CITY OF MURRAY
out him here, We know, it was
week
November 12. 1907.
in Paducah with his son.
By John,G. Ryan,
•
God's blessed will that be must
North Fourth
Carlton
City Attorney.
Boggess.
South Third
Nearly three- long jeers ago he I go away, and again.
He'll reunite
I
certify
Mr.
that the above mention
and
.Mrs. Red Wilkerson
left us in this lonely wored below. l us on that resurrection
Street
Stores
day.
'
ed
petition
spent
was
filed
in
Saturday
my
offic.•
night
Ibe left in the turn"eY day for his . Written by a
and Sunday
brother and wife, as the guests of
on
the
29th
day
of
February,
1940
eternal home to ace -les sad
Mrs.
-W
ilkerson's
Jenn C. and Lillie Paschall
OTIS LOVINS.
parents. 'Mr. and Mrs. Bill •Treas,
although we wander why. the best
Clerk, Calloway Circuit Court.
of
near
Midway.
are elf ways, thi
•
•
•
It pays to read our Classifieds.
Mar-7-3ti
Miss Shirley Sue Steely spent
last' Thursday night with her
eusin. Miss .G1neda Cunningham.
Mr. and Mrs. Seldon Lamb spent
Sunday. March 3. with Mr. and
Mrs_ Pearl Robinson of near Half- Due to fire in Taylor Building.
Announces Ness Location of Offices
Mr. and Mrs. Ants Rose left 309-11-13 Guthrie Building
Wednesday for Chillicothe, Mo..,
Thts-prodatetvolx anti apyt be
Exactly as shows s.
Paducah, Kentucky
•Ixowo .sayarhara incept a "k"ht-r, Mr. Rose v. III
for a I
- famed Arises8.oadadysweed Pflc
alaaxt
way Pr awitecsa.
wail 1W/1

Never Again
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HAZEL NEWS"

WANTED!
Every Man, Woman
and Child in
This Community
To Enjoy One of
NATURE'S BEST
REGULATORS

PRUNLAX

- Something For The Clubs To Do

•

"Build-Up" Relief
Explained to Women

11111R1111111111111M11111111111
RADIO REPAIR
—SERVICE—

by

Gordon Damron
111111111M1111111•1111111011

;& at CRASS FUR
NITURE CO.

. In Memory

2 STORES

New and Used

Dr. H. A. Massey

SPECIAL

Starts March 10th Through 16th
Legion Theatre, Mayfield

Bedroom Suite
Genuine Walnut

GONE WITH THE WIND
Night Shows (8 p. m.) All sca.s
$1.26 it., ux
Sunday Mat. (2:30pm) All seat's, res. $1.26 inc. twic
Weekday Mats. Contin'uous, not res.
you v.lu

75c inc., tax

ivitt yet efficiere Sees ice v‘heitilteeestitite-wiela
Delicious toms. reasonalka prices.

Special 'Lunch After: the Matins, at S S;

. .

(rote

HALL HOTEL COFFEE SHOP

ANNOUNCING OPENING
THURSDAY, MARCH 7

Furniture
Rugs
Stoves

SPECIAL

Kitchen Cabinet
$2250

Everything for Spring...

All persons registering in our shop from March 7
to 21. will receive special consideration.
Shampoo and Wave - 35c
Manicure - 50c
Oil,Shampoo Wave - 75c
•
Permanents range from $2.00 to
.
-tee
•

S5950

HAZEL BEAUTY SHOP

We Feature Simmons
Beautyrest Mattresses

Crass Furniture Co.

Rtibye Mae Blakely, Owner
Mrs. Guy Dunn, Murray,'Assistant •
-

•
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•
•

•
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ed for him by his daughters. Those
Contests furnished amusement ident, had assembled to pay hon- Club Meets With
who enjoyed the day with him
1CRS. HARRY 1. SLICDD, Editor
during the evening, and the prize or to Mrs. Dunn.
Mrs. Wearren
PHONE 241, PLEASE
were his daughters, Mrs. John
was awarded Mrs. Charles Sexton.
After a brief talk by the presiThe Sunshine Friend bridge club
Sims and family, Mrs. John Myers
Qe te a fewe braved the water
A decorated basket, filled with dent, the class presented Mrs. met Saturday afternoon with Mrs.
and famiy, Mrs. Ottis Patton and
Friday, March I
and rain Sunday to hear Brother
dainty and useful gifts, was pre- Dunn with a friendship quilt. Mrs. R. A. Wearren. The club taa
e
family and his one son, Bunn
The Wear-Helm Class of the
Henry Hargis preach at New ProSwan and family. Remembrances First Christian Church will meet sented the honoree, and after open- Dunn expressed her appreciation for high score was awarded
vidence,
from Miss hiealus and Gladys at 7:30 with Mrs. C. H. Moore and ing and admiring the gifts, a party of the gift and for the friendship Everett Ward Outland and the
plate was served by the hostess.
Mrs. Eunice Cooper of Hazel
of the individual members.
guest prize Mrs. John WeitnelL
Swami were received and greet- Mrs. Ottis Churchill.
A social hour was then spent
Those present and sending gifts
A dainty salad plate was served spent 'a few_ days the past week
ings from grandchildren and friends
included Mrs, Emerson, Mrs. 0. B. together and loveli refreshments to members and the following with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
helped to make the day a pleasant
Saturday, March 9
additional guests: Mrs. John What- Billy Harmon, returning home Sattalk.
The Children of the Confeder- Boone, Mrs. Huron Redden, Mrs. were served.
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
Those present were Rev. and nell, Mrs. Beale Outland, Mrs. urday accompanied by her parents
acy will meet at two o'clock at Graves Hendon, Mrs. Hampton
Club Meets With
the home of Miss Leah William- /kooks, Mrs. Bon Canter, Mrs. Mrs. K. Ge Dunn, Mrs. C. .E. Bo- Burgess Parker. Jr., Mrs. Will H. for a few days visit.
aftenthen each week.
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Wilson and
Mrs. Scott
Charles Sexton, Mrs. N. G. Coy, gard, Miss Arra Dunn, Mrs. El- Whitnell, and Mrs. J. B. tilson.
son.
son, Deane Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Mrs. G. B. Scott was hostess last
-0
Is. Tommie Lavender, Mrs. Rob- bert
Allbritten,
Mrs.
W. V.
Wilson
and daughter. Jane, were
week to the Friday afternoon bridge
The regular meeting of the Mac ert Farley, Miss Uldine Willough- Scruggs, Mrs. Anise:in Wilson, Mrs.
Sunday diOner guests of Mr. and
club. At the conclusion of the
Dowell Music Club will be held by, Miss Mary C. Hicks, Miss H. E. Brandon, Mrs. Alice Jones,
Mrs.
Darin'
game prizes were awarded to Mrs.
Wilson and baby of
Edith Doran, Miss Charline Crass, Mrs. A. L. Platt, and Mrs. Calvin
Buchanaze Tenn.
Jack Farmer for high score. Mrs. at 2:30 p. m. at the home of Miss Mrs. Tom Turner, Mrs. James Stubblefield.
Eleanor
Hire.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Terris and
B. 0. Langston. low, and Mrs. 0.
• I. • • •
Patients admitted to the William
Shelton. Mrs. Audry Cannon and
The Murray Woman's Club en- partment of the Federation:
C. O'Kell of Long Beach, Calif.,
Mason Memorial Hospital during daughtere Imogene, called to see
the hostess.
Monday, March 11
Mrs.
Glen
Smith
la
Honsred
Aunt Winnie Alexander who is
joyed a rare treat on Wednesday,
1. God is our discoverable part- wts presented a gift.
the past week are as follows:
Mrs. 'Carlisle Cutchin will be
With Household Shower
Tee hostess served a delightful hostess
March 8, when they had the privi- ner.
Macon Miller, Hazer; James H. slightly I. improved from an attack
to the Monday afternoon Deltas Meet With
of
flu, kunday afternoon.
plate
to
members
and
lege of entertaining Mrs. T: C.
the
fol2. Persons are the must preemus
Mrs. Broach
bridge dub.
On Thursday afternoen, Feb- Dunn, Paducah; T. J. Smith. MurEdd. eteldon and Roy Norsworthy
wing guests: Mrs. O'Kenn, Mrs.
Carroll of Shepherdsville. presi- items in the universe.
,
The Delta Department of the ruary 24, Mrs. Glen Smith was ray; Mrs. Coy Crass, Murray; and
Treeman Jackson went to Benass in Fulton and Mrs. Wells
dent of the Kentucky Federation
Greatness is measured by one's
ye
The Mattie Bell Hayes Circle of Murray Woman's Club met Tues- honored with a household shower Marguerite Gatten, R. N.. Murray: ton Menday. Wilford Smith went
of Women's ,Clubs. Mrs. Carroll unselfish service.
.
day evening at the home of Mrs. from two to five o'clock at the Mrs. Finis Cook, Model, Tenn.: to Mersey and Melvin
b.1'
the
Alice
Waters
Missionary
SoFarris to
and Miss Martha Crutcher of
4. Truth and freedom are inciety will meet at 7:30 o'clock at Harry Broach with Mrs. George home Of Mrs. Ike Adams. Games Imadel Phillips, Paris, Tenn.; Hal Paris. )
mart Music Club Meets
Ghent. Ky., arrived in Murray at seperable.
Hart and Mrs. A. V. Havens as- and contests were played. Prizes Seunders, Murray; Mrs. Finis
the
home
Dee
of
Miss
St.
•t
John
Arley
Afternoon
is
Gracie
building
Nell
a new
one o'clock and were luncheon , 5. All healthy growth must be
were awarded to Mrs. Murray Ross, Weatherford, Hazel; Richard Arn- barn, 'poured his concrete Monday.
r Mozart Music Club met Sat- Jones with Miss Lucy Lee and sisting hostesses.
guests of the executive committee gradual like that of the mustard
old,
Dexter;
Mrs.
Inda
Henry
Lou
Pryor.
ArlHopkins,
Mrs. Eula
Mrsi'llaattie .St. John is visiting
The chairman, Mrs. Jack Kenurda - afternoon with Jacqueline Mrs. Hub Dunn assisting hostesses.
at the home of Mrs. C. L. Sher- tree.
ington; F. L. Pinson, Trezevant in Hefei. Ky.
nedy, presided over the business Wells, and Mrs. Oran Wells.
Sharberough at her home on the
borough. Cards were written at
I. Faith is vision beyond facts Mayfield highway. One
Tenn.
Tuesday,
March
12
Mr. and Mrs. Wiley Parker and
session
The
honoree received
following which two innew memmany
the luncheon for • Mrs. Carroll. plus valor in bringing this vision
The Officer's Service Club of teresting discussions were
Patients discharged during the daughter, Joan, have moved from
ber. Jean Corn, was welcomed ingiven. lovely gifts. At the conclusion of
Miss Crutcher, Mrs. Joe T. Lovett, to pass.
the Woodmen Circle will meet at Mrs. A. D. Butterworth
St. Lpuis to the Lonnie Hill farm
to the
spoke on the display of gifts, a delectable past Week are as follows:
Mrs. W. J. Caplfhger. Mrs. W. H.
7. Esteem for others is the highArthur
Peterson,
Clearwater on t . state line road. Welcome
The follOwing program was pit- 7:30 o'clock at the home of Mrs. "Saieguardnig
Health
Through fruit salad was served.
Mason. Mrs. C. L. Sharborough, est motive.
Jessie Houston.
Lake, Wis.; Wallace Gordon, Mur- back ,home.
sented:
Knowledge," and Mrs. Hal Houston
Those registering were as folMrs. George Hart, Mrs. James H.
8. The teachable spirit of the
Mr; and Mrs. J. T. Taylor and
ray; Miss Ruby Rose. Benton; Mrs.
"Scaling the Vele Norma Jean
on
"Recent
Developmen
ts
lows:
in
the
Mrs.
Bub
Maupin, Mrs. Em- Bessie Thomas,
Richmond, Mrs. E. J. Beale, Mrs. little child is the story to growth Lovins.
Wednesday. March 13
Murray; Charles. sons .were bedtime guests of Mr.
Medical
World."
ma
Tatum,
Mrs.
Myrtie
McDaniel,
Jack Kennedy, Mrs. Fred Gisaeles, and progress.
The Mother's Club will meet at
"Scissors Grader". Janice WeathA salad plate was served at the Mrs. Mae Miller, Mrs. Dallas Hol- Edwards, colored, Murray; Mrs. ,and Mrs. 'G. E. Linville and Dot
Mrs. G. B. Scott. Mrs. A. F. Doran,
the
Training
School at 2:30
Monday night.
A delightful musical program erly.
conclusion of the program to mem- land, Mrs. Henry Thompson, Mrs. Amy O'Day, Paducah; Louise Rowo'clock.
Mrs. Hall Hood and Mrs. H. I. was
e. Nell Norswerthy and sons
land. Murray; Baby Rowland. Murpresented at the close of Mrs. "Big Moon", Hazel Jean Rushing.
bers and one additional guest. Mary
Willoughby,
Mrs.
Sledd.
Jewel
vited Mrs. Mabel Stone Monday
Carroll's address: Mr. and Mrs. "Christmas Carol", William MeMrs. J. L Hosick of Dawson Phelps, Mrs. Mary Nobles, Mrs. ray; Mrs. Joe Futrell, Murray; Lula ,., i ternmoorr:
h
At two-thirty o'clock Mrs. Hood W. H,. Fox, accompanied by C. R. Ilra th.
The Arts and Crafts Club will Springs.
Eula Wells, Mrs. Audrey Wilkin- King, colored, Murray; Mrs. F. L.
Jacky Collins spent
A story, "The Doll's Lesson", meet at 2:30 o'clock at the home
Saturday
Trire'ried her home to the entire McGavern at the piano, played a
son, Mrs. Vera Adams, Mrs. Oran Cook, Model, Tenn.
Ocie Grubbs.
Hazel
Jepn
Rushing.
of
Mrs.
club for the regular meeting. violin duet, "Song of Spring." by
B. G. Humphries instead Moody-Temple Wedding
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Coy
Crass
of
Mur
Wells,
Mrs. Murray Ross, Mrs. Ike
George Linville helped Clovis
"A Waltz Song", Barbara Ash- of at Miss Bettie Beale's as formSpring flowers were used as dec- Brush. A group of sea songs and
is Announced
Adams, Mrs. Henry Hopkins, Mrs. ray are the parents of a soot, Grubbs haul tobacco Saturday to
erly announced..
orations throughout the rooms. a negro spiritual were sung by craft.
Sheltie Mason, born March
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Wavel
at
Moody,
formResale
Giles,
Murray.
Mrs.
They were really wet aftKathleen Phelps, the
"The Knight and the Lady", Mary
Mrs. Lovett presided over a brief W. E. Derryberry with Mrs. DerryMason Hospital.
erly of Cain/way county, wish to Mrs. Edna Mae Smith.
er being out In all the rain and
Mrs. Mayme Ryan Hughes will announce the wedding of..1.1aetr
business session during which the berry at the ,piano. The program Jo Skaggs.
Mr. and Mrs. Finis. Weatherford,
A
story,
Mrs. Mary Morris, Clay Wells, Hazel, are ltie
"The Note- Fairies', Jan- entertain the Wednesday, after- daughter, Maurine,
following officer's were elected for closed with the "fallowing twoparents of d son,
age 17, to Mr.
I enjoyed the poems sutunienee
ice Weatherly.
noon bridge club at two-thirty at Robert Temple, age 22, son of Mr. Oran Wells, L. V. Ross, Hardin James Marshall, born Seerch 4, at by all
the ensuing year:
piano numbers by Miss Lillian
the pupils, always reed the
.
"Hawaiian
Giles,
Nights",
Nolan
Jacqueline Collegiate Inn.
Adams, .Glen Smith, the William. Mason Memorial
Mrs. Hall Hood. chatrntah; Mrs. Watters and Miss Margaret Graves:
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Temple,
of
Hosschool
news too. And we also enJoe T. Lovett. first vice-chairman; sFrasquita Serenade" by Lehar, Sharborough.
Dearborn. Michigan. They were Ike Adams, Henry ,Hopkins, Clar- Peals
joyed
The
Spillway by
Wayloa
"Sunshine and Shadows", Letricia
Thursday, March 14
married' February 16, in Napoleon. ence McDaniel, Willie TatuM. Bub
Mrs. W. J. Caplinger, second vice- and "Liebesfreud" by Fritz Kreis- Outland_
very much. Why can't we have a
The regular Meeting of the Ohio. They were accompanied
Maupin,
Radford
Wells,
Misses
' -chairman; Mrs. H. I. Sledd. record- ler.
by
cross word puzzle? I think they
-Evening Bells", Eva Prances Woodmen Circle will be held at
the bride's. singles Clint Lawson, Sue Adams, Martha Evelyn Moring secretary; Mrs. George Hart.
are educational as well as interTeii wax served in the dining Woods.
7:30 p. m. - in the B. and P. W.
ris. Jane Hopkine,%Wanda Lewitt.
corresponding secretary; arid Mrs. room from a table draped
esting.
Poop-Deck-Pappy.
"Puppet Dance", Betty Yancey. Club room. Members of the local and his fiance: Odessa Partin.
with an
Mary Frances.Lovett. tarbara Wilei
southern
real'
wedding
C. C. Farmer, treasurer:
dinner
Mr.
and
rs. Tommy Atkins
imported cut-work cloth. The cenFollowing the program e games circle will be guests of the Potkinson, Master Billie Adams, Grun- ad
was
servedto
Mrs. Lovett then introduced Mrs. terpiece was an
35
of
their
relatives
child
were
.
.t
efeedge
Sunday visitors
re:
artistic arrange- and contests were enjoyed and tertown Circle on Friday evening, and friends. Following
SIES12.2
Carroll who brought an inspiring ment of crystal
there, was dy Adams, Bobbie Nobles, George or Mr.
Mrs. Claud Kemp. swans and -flower prizes awarded. Dainty refresh- March 15.
an informal party and the evening Nobles, Ronald Gilee`e Harry Lee
and challenging messaege to the holders with white
Mr.
ments
Mrs.
Noble
were
V
assure
served.
of
carnations and
Lovett.
was enjoyed by all.
club members. She briefly review- fern, and four
Detro are visiting their parents, k
crystal star-shaped
ed the history of the general fed- candle holders with
those sending gifts included Mr.
Mr. Temple is employed by the
Mrs. Vassure of Vancleave
SPECTACLES
"
burning white Stiteh and Chatter Club
with navy accessories.
eration which is celebrating,, its 4apars,.., Mrs. Carlisle
Ford Motor Co. The newyweds Mrs. Mamie Thompson of Detroit, an Mr. and Mrs. Owen McKinHolds Meeting
Cutchin and
Both
the
bride
anti
groom
were
Mich.,
former
are
fiftieth Sirfe-Tay% on April- 247-Slie Mrs. Hugh Houston presided
students
of
Mrs.
Mrs. Robert Smith opened her
Fordson
Willie Adams, Mrs. nee of Murray.
at the
graduated from
Kirksey
High High . School. They are making Alvin Williams, Mrs. Ott Holland,
gave the purpose of the general tea services and were
Tolly McMillan butchered some ..we do all kinds of repair work
assisted in home last Thursday afternoon for School with the class
of '39 where their home with the bride's par- Mrs. Johnie .Carraway. Mrs. Ben kings this week
federation as. the. educational, in- servirrg by Mrs. Wells
the regular meeting of the Stitch
on spectacles. Lenses, replaoed rePurdorn,
and Chatter Club. A delightful they were outstanding in school ents at 14254 Barclay Ave., Dear- Carraway. Mrs. Suva Burton. Mrs.
dustrial, philanthropic, literary, Miss Ruth Sexton.
This is a fine 'time for pork gardlees who made them. Frames
Mrs. C. A.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Barnett, Mrs. Raymond. egeirig these dark, rainy artistic and scientific celfuee of its Bishop, Mrs. Ronald Churchill, informal afternoon was spent, at activitieS and were popular among born. Michigan.
days.
replaced, repaired, pads, temples.
Temple wish to thank everyone Phelps, Mrs. Richard Smith.
the conclusion of which the hostess their many friends.
members, and to bring into com- Mrs. Burnett Warterfield,
Paschall Kemp was in Mayfield
Mrs.
and Mrs. served
for
nice
the
anything you might need in the
received.
gifts
They
will
make
their
home with
a salad plate. Only memLowell Walker, Mrs. Billie Wells, on business Monday.
munication with one another the Luther Robertson.
• • • ••
the groom's parents for the presbers were present.
various women's clubs throughout
Mrs.-. Ruby Wells, Miss Dorthea
Tolly Dale, Edward and Sally it ay of repairs or improvements.
Mrs. Carroll and Miss Crutcher
• • • •.
Mrs. Ratterree Honored
ent.
the world.. She described a typi- left immediately following
Wells, Miss Bertha Wells, Mrs. Ann McMillan have been absent
the Friendship Class
Wish Shower
cal club woman as a "potent fac- meeting for Paducah where
Milburn Adams, Mrs. Henry Wil- from school with measles, but
Has
rethey
All work done under the superThe Sulphur Spring Missionary loughby, Mrs.
Sapper Meeting
tor and many-sided influence in will be the guests
Alice Waters Missionary Society
Gussie Colson, Mrs. turned to school this week.
of the PaduSociety and other guests met at S. Giles,
Members of the Friendship Class
V431011
of our registered optometrist.
the community; without her much cah club.
Holds General Meeting
Mrs. Nola Owens, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Kemp visitof the First Methodist church were
of the best would be wanting and
The Alice Waters Missionary the home of Mrs. Lloyd Ratterree Frank Wells. 'Mrs. P. Crouse. Mrs. ed Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Kemp, near Joe T. Parker, who has had 37 years
recently
Mats
honor
to
at
Mrs.
a
Laverne
hambUrger supper Mon- Society met Tuesday afternoon at
a dreary mediocrity would replace Will Swann Celebrates
Gardner Ragsdale, Mrs. Joenie Pehny, one day last week.
experience. You know it is done
day evening in the'church base- the
the opalescent community charm."
Harrel, Mrs. Johnie Elkins, Mrs:
Methodist Church with Mrs. Ratterree with a stork shower,
Daniel McKeel was in Paris Sat- right. Conic in now.
82nd Birtgelay
ment.
Mrs
Hope
Fox
prize
was
winner
Perhaps the highlight of Mrs.
Ralph MOBS, Mrs. Norman Rob- urday on business.
Bryan Tolley, president, in the
Will Swann. or Lynn Grove, obA program of informal enterCarroll's address was the follow- served his 82nd birthday Saturday.
chair. The opening song, "The in the afternoon's contests. Many erts, Mrs. W. F. McClure. Mrs.
Charles Dale Kemp was absent
ing eight point program as estab- March 2nd. He was well and cheer- tainment was enjoyed during the Morning Light Is Breaking," was woeful gifts were received by the Golden Ragsdele, Mrs. Frank Lee, from school Monday
with tonsilevening. There were about forty
honoree.
Miss Anna Hellen Ragsdale. Mrs. litis.
followed with the scripture lesed by the American Home De- ful and enjoyed the dinner prepar- present.
Those present were as follows; Rubene
son and prayer by Mrs. A. D. Mts.
,DoneLson,
Mrs. Milburn' J.
Emma Nance, Mrs. Connie
D. ble/Cianey and mother
es
Holland. Mrs. Hubert Becket, Mrs.
Butterworth. An article from "The Montgomery, Mrs. Ida
Miss Pattie Mae Overbey Is
Strader, Mrs.
visted the Kemper family MonWorld
Wilda
Outlook"
Jackson,
on
Mrs.
a,
trip
Preston
around
Jack- day.
Ruby Henderson, Mrs.'Dean HowGiven Surprise Party
the world was given by Mrs. G. ard. Mrs. Etna Yoeng, Mrs. Arlie son.
Mrs. Iva Johnson and Mrs. Mary
Misses Virginia Lassiter and C. Ashcraft. The
group joined in Young, Mrs. Rowelia Stubblefield.
Mary Burnett were hosts at a
Vasseur visited "Tilly" Friday.
Lenses duplicated any kind.
sur- singing "Work For the Night Is Mrs. Ernest Hutchens, Mrs. Myrta Mrs. Aubrey Steeley Honored
Our special permanent prices to
prise birthday party honoring Miss Coming," and
Was glad to read your letter,
With Birthday Dinner
continued with the Coleman. Mrs. Jettie
Albritten,
Pattie Overbey, Friday evening, regular business
Olive Oyl. I hope your roads
continue till Easter.
session.
Mrs. Hope Fox, Mrs. Lorine Smith.
giS3t i043.24313433.0.x
March 1, at 6:30 o'clock. The
Relatives gathered at the home soon drys up -Tillie.
In the Absence of Mrs. Roy Mrs. Fannie Henry, Mrs. Lizzie
party was held in Dr. Butter.
of
Our Regular $5.00 MACHINELESS WAVE $3.00
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Aubrey
Seeley
Farmer, Mrs. E. A. Tucker read Hamlin, Mrs. Bob Smith, Mrs. Sunday
worth's office.
and serprised Mrs. Steeley
NOW
the minutes. Mrs. Albert Lassi- Mary Lucy Smith, Mrs. T. McCuisThe honoree received many love- ter, treasurer, gave
ton, Mrs. Maurine Hines, Misses with a delightful birthday dinner.
a
splendid
reThose
present Were as follows:
ly gifts. A delicious ice course port.
Our Regular $3.50 MACHINE WAVE
Mrs. Tucker was elected Maude Nance, Erin Monetemery,
Mr. and Mrs. Wavel Alderson.
was served to the following guests: delegate
Madie Smith and Ruth MontgomOil Croquignole
and Mrs. Tolley, alter- ery,
Mr.
and
Mrs. Walter Steeley, Mr.
Miss Dorothy Bourlanci, Miss nate ,to
Mrs. Laverne Ratterree and
the missionary conference
end Mrs. Leland Steeley, Mr. and
Marelle Ward, Mrs. Bennie Mad- to be
All Forms of Beauty Work of the Highest Quality
held in Mayfield on April Mrs. Janey Ratterree.
dox. Mrs. Bruce, Overbey, Dr. 0. 16.
Those sending gifts were: Mrs. Mrs. Claud Gooch, Mr.. and Mrs.
Mrs. Tolley gave a report on
Odie Fox, Mrs. Duck Smith, Mrs. Bud Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Verble
C. Wells, Dr. Al, D. Butterworth, "The
Bulletin'",
and
following
the
Velma McCage - Operators - Myrtle G. Reeves
Winnie McCuiston, Mrs. Mary Cot- Tayler. Mrs. - Laurette CunningMiss Mary Burnett, and Miss
singing of "Jesus Calls Us." the
ten, William Ratterree, Mrs. Sal- ham, Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Boggess,
Virginia Lassiter.
'
meeting was dismissed with prayer
lie Chrisman, Mrs. Lola Willianis. Miss Reble Steeley, Howell Bogby Mrs. W. A. Bell.
Mrs. Maggie Coleman, Mrs. L. E. gess. Misses Annie Lou Steeley,
Training 'School Economies
There were twenty-eight pres- Hurt, Mrs. Esther
Lovins. Mrs. Delores Taylor. Ilene Taylor, GlenClub Selects Officers
ent.
Guy Lovins, Mrs. Ernest Fiser, da June Cunningham. and Don
The Training School Home EcoMrs. Ella Hamlin, Mrs. Mary Boggess, Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
nomics Club held its first meeting
Rear of Peoples Bank Bldg. on West Maln-Phone 314
Smith, Mrs. Mary Lax, Mrs. June Steeley and children, Shirk Sue
Friday. February 9. Officers elected Mrs. Houston Entertains Club
Mrs.
Joe
Houston
was hostess Wilson, Mrs. Beulah Lassiter. Mrs. and Gene.
were as follows:
Tuesday morning to members of Lizzie Dunn, Mrs. Livia Oliver,
Marjorie.Arnett president; Fran- her bridge club and
two additional Mrs, H. B. Adams, Misses Huntas Presbyterian Auxiliary Meets
ces Farris, vice-president; Lavinia guests, Mrs. Elmo
Workman and McCuiston and Mary Montgomery,
With Mrs. Lewis
Jones, secretary; Beth Broach, Mrs. Ardell
Mrs. Eunice Futrell and others.
Knight.
treasurer; and Miss Codell wag
•
•
•
•
•
•
Mrs. Johnnie Parker received the
The Presbyterian Auxiliary met
named es sponsor of the club.
prize for high score and Mrs. Freed AAUW Grasp T. Hear
Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. W.
At The second meeting which Cotharn the
D.
Mrs. Purcell
Lewis at her home on Main
travel prize.
was held Friday, February* 16, ElRefreshments were served by
Mrs. C. E. Purcell, Paducah, will Street. Mrs. Levee led the devova Lena Brandon_and Sarah Hop- the hostess,
speak o the subject "At Our Door" tional which
was followed by
per, were elected as club report• • • •Fs
at the regular meeting of the sentence prayers,
ers. Future plans for the club Service
Murray branch of the American
Circle Meets
Mrs. H. C. .Cus-ry., presented the
were discussed and the meeting
Tuesday Afternoon
Association of University Women afterhoon's
prograrie giving
an
was adjourned until noon, March
The Service Circle of the First iv Tuesday night, March 12. The interesting 'book review
of the
Christian Church met Tuesday meeting, which will be open to "Homeland efutvest."
L -' v
WITH PHOENIX
afternoon with Mrs. Herbert Far- the public, wile be held in the
Phone 270
East Side of Square
Refreshmenis were served by
Clifton D. Finney Honored
ris and Mrs. Kirk Pool at the College Library at 7:30.
the hostess to the twelve memOn Eighth Birthday
home
Mrs.
of
Purcell
Mrs.
is a well-known bers preset.
A. V. Havens.
c-p„N' 7là
Clifton D. Finney whose birthday
•
Mrs. L. W. Lennox. cheinefin, authority on Kentucky history and
falls on Leap Year. he being 8 presided
the
author
of
several
and
widely read
Mrs.
Rupert
Parks
years old, and only having two
conducted the devotional.
Mrs. books on this and either historical
birthdays, was entertained with a W. J.
Gibson reviewed the chapter subjects.
party at his home Thursday, Feb- of
the study book on Matthew.
ruary 29 at 3:15. Games were
Mrs. Lennox received the Service Mrs. K. G. Dunn Honored By,
enjoyed during the hours. The
Circle gift.
Hazel Sandie - School Clams
honoree received many nice and
A social hour followed during
Mrs. Calvin
Stubblefield
of
useful gifts which were. _highly
Hazel
which the
called by telephone for the
hostesses served a
appreciated.
2-3-4-4
dainty party plate to the eighteen Rev. and Mrs. K. G. Dunn and
The guests were invited into the
'the latter's mother. Mrs, C. E. Bomembers present.
Threadwelehis
dining room where a large cocoagard, to come to her home at 3
nut cake with 8 candles was
Others 79c to $1.35
m. last Wednesday. On arrivplaced on a table after the candles Mrs. Hendon Compliments Goad p.
Mrs. Carnie Hendon entertained ing, not a car was in sight. but
were blown out by the honoree.
on entering the home they found
Refreshments were served to the Tuesday evening with a surprise
Adult Sunday School Class, of
following: Mrs. Tony Kirkland. shower in honor of her guest, the
Dress your legs for the occathe honoree's' grandmother, Mrs. Mrs. DariuS Emerson. of Wingo. which Mrs. W. C. Scruggs is presefarrelle Morris, his teacher, Ralph
sion -it's the clever and
Morris, Willie Mae and Irene
thrifty thing to do. Make up
Lamb, Martha Sue, Evelyn Lue
and Francis Imogene Kirkland.
your hosiery wardrobe of all
Charles Rob, Doris and Earl Herthreadweights with Phoenix
man Adams, Billie Gray. Nelda
-tho hosiery specially treatTurner, Bobby Gene and Ted Rae
Wilson. Lynda Sue Stone, Clysta
ed for long wear. In lovely
Lee, Lueetta and Gene at Finney,
••••414=•041•11.4M1•141M4”.4•0•MMO
new Personality Colors.
'
MM
,
...............
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Finney and
the honoree.
D7J111..:
Myers-Riley Marri*e Is
- TRY OUR SPECIAL!
Ahnounced
A marriage which was of much
interest to their many friends was
$1.00 Guaranteed Permanents
eaeCESSED
that of Missee Kathleen Myers.
daughter of 14. and Mrs. Galen
All beauty work of superior quality.
Myers. to Ralph Riley, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Carlin Riley which was
solemnised
Saturday
afternoon.
West Side Square
March sl, at the home of Rev. I...
Phone 106-W..H. Pogue in the presence of Miss
Phone 281
Melba Cochran and James Washer.
West Maple Street
The bride was ettractivelY attired in a navy bemberg dress
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Parkers Jewelry
Store

SPRUCE UP FOR EASTER!

PRE-EASTER SPECIALS
•

PERMANENTS

Jean Weeks Beauty Salon

Regular $5.00 Machinless $3.50

Regular $4.00 waves-2 for price of one.
For limited time only.

Let Our Experienced Beauticians Do it!
•

11's

• \-1 l'°13.141)
,f7c,
Lk,

MAI-DONNE BEAUTY SHOP

a.
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I Business 45Years

$1

P 0

ADAMS

IX

Brownbilt Shoe Store

1,

LOOK PRETTY!

(

MURRAY BEAUTY SHOP

,

On March' 3, 1895, I started my first store at Cerulean
Springs. I have since operated many stores and stocks.
Now I have only, one store here in Murray stocked with
Shoes, Dry Goods, Ladies' Wear and Notions.
This Week I Am Offering Good Values
On My 45th Anniversary!

T. 0. TURNER
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AA agriculturr evening school is
being taught at Faxon for the be
fit of the farmet's in this co
ty. The evening sehoo
s open
every Tuesday and
sday evenings at 7 o'clock.
veryone is invited to atteuch- ames Outland.

iursday, Februaiy 39. Those participating were Halford Hart, Noah
Armstrong. Watson Arm-ti, Hilson
Myres. Merritt
Marine. Barkley
Jones, and Mac .Wright. The group
trip
in
two
made the
cars, rental,ing by Benton, where they witthe
district
nessed
basketball
tournament.
This was the first time the group
had eves visited a broadcasting
station. The boys watched previous
broadcasts of the Green Mountiane.er family and found it very interesting. observing how the station
carried on its routine of business.
The chapter sincerely thanks
Mrs...Brooks for her splendid cooperation in preparing the musical
numbers 'for the radio broadcast.
The chapter will hold its regular
meeting on March 13.
Eugene Smith. Reporter

Cakes, Pies, Pastries for parties the highest grade of coal. Guar- and receive $5.00 reward.
Pt
Nolan Tucker
and social functions of every de- anteed to work perfectly in your
Enos Scott
scription. Let us serve you. Mur- stoker. FANK POOL COAL CO. FOR SALE-Farming Implements,
William C. Arnett
ray Baking Co. Phone 79.
if Phone 3.
Marie Tools, 1-horse wagon, 2-horse
Hunter W. Gingles
wagon, buggy, mule, hogs, some
Kindred
Guerney Hall
household furniture at the home
Roe Reed
FOR SALE-80-acre farm, good
Satisfaction
Low
Prices.
of Andrew W. Outland, near Outs
Cleybourn Creel Washam
land and buildings, 1 mile northguaranteed. FREE tun- land school house. Ruby Outland.
Robert Scarbrough Rowlett
east of Taylor's Store, wine J.
School
Kirk Allen Pool
ing. W. E Dye, N. 13th
B. Wrather, 226 Pilgrim
Ave,
Baitey's Choice, the registered
Wm. Zelner Carter
Highland Park, Mich.
and Cairo Rd., PaduMbc
belonging
to
Pitpl
Bailey
beJones
Cody Harrison
Hazel
oring the winning team with a
cah, Ky.
May 16P
tomes
the
mother
of
12
purebred
Taylor,
Jr.
Boyce
Harvey
The fertilizer project which was party. Much interest is taken
NOTICE-I am back In concrete
Houston Goebel Curd
planned a few weeks ago is pro- this and the final results will be pkgs. His is one of the hogs receivbusiness
again.
Plenty
of
coned from Henry 'runner, Paducah
Max Breathett Hurt
gressing nicely. Plans are being given later.
crete tile at all times. All sizes. SELECT lot of Jap, Red Top, Timlawyer, and noted Duroc breeder._
Garnett Leon Morris
made to purchase the fertilizer
Located same old place North of othy and Red Clover seed. FerBailey's
Choice
was
sired
by
KenHerman Lee Broach
through local merchants.
Faxon •
'. .
Murray Laundry on West Main, tilizer for plant beds. Sexton
tucky
Wave
Gold,
who
is
She
sou
Bradley
Rob
James
The Faxon chapter of Future
Plans are also getting under way
Mar7c
Phone 325. 0. W. Harrison, home Bros. Ildw. Co.
of
Lauxmont
Wave
Gold,
world's
Jackson
Brugh
Hillard
for a tomato project which we are Farmers have not selected the stu1206 West Main.
A128p
1938.
The
12
pigs
are
champion
in
Byrd
Uva,-Seldon
district
contest
have.
If
enough
tomadents
to
enter
the
planning to
FOR RENT-Three or four room
Ewen B. Allbritten
toes are produced in the county, at Sharpe. The chapter,is joing to sired by Kentucky Pilot's Rival.
FOR SALE-1 good
two-horse apartment with electric stove and
son of Pilot's Rival, world champCleas K. Reid
they will be shipped to a -Chicago enter nearly every contest. Oliver plow; 1 Osbrone disk in refrigerator. Hot water. 'Good
Justus L. Ellis
The students that are going .to ioq in 1949. These' are probably
market.
About 100 yards
good shape; and I good two-horse large rooms.
Rudy Maurice Tyree
A meeting will be held Tuesday enter are: Thomas Fred Wilkinson. among the highest bred Duroc hogs
from College campus. Phone 276.
wagon.
0.
H.
in
the
state
'of
Kentucky.
Harmon,
Gatlin
Murray
Lee
David
rightaltlarch 12. to make final plans public s speaking: James Chaney.
tf
Route 5.
May we commend Mr. Bailey for
lp J. G. Glasgow.
Ronald Wallaee Churchill
for the fertilizer and tomato pro- impromptu-- speakinf; opening and
The F.F.A. boys of the New ConThe following list qf names is
jects, and to complete arrangements closing ceremonies: Keith
Ross, the fine care in management in
Poland
SALE-Registered
cord chapter are studying sheep. the corrected form of names ap- STREAMLIN= 1939 WRECKER FOR
for representation of "the Hazel president: Cletus Colsbn, vice presi- saving thesestigs at farrowing time. They made an, inspection
trip, visIVO
SERVICE. New equipment. 24- China (both bred gilts and fair
Naaman Williams
chapter in the field day meet which dent: Wayne Clark. treasurer:- W. There were five other gilts secured iting the farm of
pigs
of
both sex), the right kind'
Mrs. Hall Mchour, fast, dependable Wrecker
Bral B-1116111,
Melvin White
will be held at Sharpe High School T. McClure. secretary, and Rudy from Mr. Tunner at the same time.
price.
Come
to
see
at
the
right
Mr. Bailey got his. One of these Cuiston, who has a fine Buck of
Service. Charges reasonable. Day
Nix Harris
WWI Oil our so.*Mt
Barnett. reporter.
March 30.
them at my home. W. D. McParliamentary pirticedure.: Keith went to the college farm: she far- western ewes.
Tom Wicker
phone 97; Night phone 543-W. Keel.
Now that our basketball season
Mar7p
Ira Thomas Broach
is over the Futuge Itagoaer members Ross. W. T. McClure. Cletus Colson. rowed ten pigs. The other FOUr
Porte; Motor Co., Chevrvlet Sales
Robert Hugh Melugin
are planning a farmer bantetball James Chaney. Robert Henry. Hall. gilts belong to Wade Graham. Craig
and Service.
tf LOST-ZTA jeweled sorority pin,
Cavitt,
and
Billy
Brattort.
John
B.
tournament, the losing teases hon- Wayne Clark. Rudy Barnett. R. C.
'Tom Skinner
yellow gold, shield shaped. Finder
Our
debating
team
came
out
following
all
Cahoon.
They
are
Robert
Ewing
Lee
Hart
Colson
and
Lestel
Elkins.
•
STOKER COAL-Oil treated and please return to Ledger & Times
AT YOUR OROCIRI
,
Aubrey Boyd
Individual contests: Eugene Cha- precautions in making preparations triumphant by tieing first place
with Alma and Lynn Grove in the
•
George Hall
ney. swine: Thomas Caraway. corn; for farrowing.
Other boys who have hog pro- debating tournament. The debatBernard L. Rowland
Ohrales Outland., sheep; James
Valentine Shackleford
Daniel. poultry; James Outland. jects are Fred Atkins, Ben 'Freya- ers were Dorothy Nell McDaniel
and
Thomas
Fred
Wilkinson.,
then,
Lloyd
E.
Boyd,
and
Mancil
Luther Jackson
Cephas
beef cattle:. Rudy Barnett. tobacco:
Osteopathic Physic:an
Miss Hattie Mae Maupin and
Vinson.
William Everett Bogard
R.
C.
Colson,
soils:
Keith
Ross,
tarn)
Office, Room 8 Peoples Bank'
W.
T. McClure surprised us last
We appreciate the fine pruning
management: Lestel Elkins, dairy:
James Hamlin
Phone 515-Residence Phnoe .
demonstration given to us by Roy Tuesday by motroing over to Paris peering incorFectly in last- week's
Cie's- Colson, hay and pasture
and
getting
married.
They
plan
Brownfield. our assistant county
issue:
agent: This was done in George to continue their school work as
ince A. Collins
Hart's orchard on the Hazel high- they both are seniors and have
Jesse H. Henley
only two more months.
way.
William Abraham Thompson
We are still working hard on
• May we extend our thanks to
Finis Bazzell
Dr. Sam Dorfman for his free ser- our music selectiOril and are lookThomas
Earl Woodall
vice in vaccinating our sows. These ing forward to the annual music
Oktman Trevathan
contest
which
will
be
held
next
are the six .sows that are owned by
Ivan R. Outland
•
the .chapter as a cooperative pro- Tuesday.
William Morton
Athletics
jiTL-s-Herman K. _Wicker. Faxon was defeated by Hazel_ in -Tames C. Seawright
the disthict tournament by a score's George Johnson Scarbrough
Rirksey
Henry Cunningham
The Kirksey F.F.A. chapter held of 26 to 36 which ended the basketJesse T. Marine
its monthly meeting February 28. ball season. •
Clarence
Leon Penny
Since the basketball season is
The meeting was called to order by
Victor Ulas Taylor
sresident Howard- Armstrong and over we have started playing volKroger's 4 Tall or
Pet or
3 Tall or
Carl B. Kingins
the memkers- present selected' their ley ball as the weather doesn't perClub 8 Small Cans
C.
Small
cans
Carnation
6
mit
the
boys-OS
Kenneth
H.
Scaggs
play
soft
ball.
ssrepresentatives for the F,F.A. Day
Josh Z. Holt
it Sharpe March 30.
Doss Herchel Rowlett
KA
ALF.24c1kb.
AoV
rO
BN
0D
ST
N'S 2
44c
a 1kb.
They voted to enter nearly all
LBYEO
234,
4 clbk.
Herman L. Mardis
the contestsand about 16 boys will
represent the chapter. Leon Jones
was selected some time ago to enter
0Continued from 'Page 1)
Country Club Vacuum Packed
tne public -speaking contest. - The
5c
T
g 39c
TnLdIG1H
bl .
9H
c 3
Balb.
g
SPF.C u
F bE N1C
parliamentary procedure team is
1canslb.
composed of Vernon Riley. chairRobert Rose
FFEE 2
man. Pat Carson. Doris Ezell. L. C.
Howard E. Perry 4 Col.)
Miller, Jimmie Jones. Alton Cain,
Horace Virgil Waltson
NSGREA
Chp
oiick
eeH
d and
lbs. 42c NAVIES 10 lbs.
urid,larrees-Vorltori.' All the enterToy Lamb
prise coal-tests will, be enterecl_s„
Nathaniel Boone Parker
10
NORTHER
T
RENT-,3-room
FOR
furnished
The- Agriculture 1 and 2 class
Charles P. Moore
apartment with bath. Private enhas completed the sheep enterprise
Ed Prentis Lawrence
Quart 93c
trance front and back. 103 South
Embassy
Kroger's Pint Jar 15c
as .worked out in their course of
Ivy Newsom
10th St. Phone 225.
lc
study. They were surprised at the
Jar
LA
C. Club Quart Jar 29c
J. R. Rufus Stubblefield
number cif sheep in Calloway counRobert Edward Nesbitt
WE SPECIALIZE in Tasty Fancy
ty and several are interested in getFreeman Fitts'
oz. White
24 oz. Homestyle
Kroger's Clock
ting sheep started on their home
Virgil D. Hughes
farm.
loaves 25clor
ea
d
n2d4w?icz.
h
2 P
210
6oaza..Tywieisntn
William Chesley Wilklas
The Agriculture 3 and 4 boys will
Robert Burrell Valentines
ROLLS a)
start their 'orchard work -in the
Ira Humphries Key
community as soon as the weatlfer
William W. Brinn
permits, They , are also planning
Romie A. Oliver
Hostess Brand
the ooftstruction of a walk in front
Henry T. Waldrop
of our building'.
Claude Bury Falwell
px 1Oc
IL-It Z'
Edgar Detzler Farris
Highesilluiset rices
n Paid
Lynn Grove
Erma Lee Freeland
Tall
Fancy
16 oz. Cans 25c
Kroger's C. Club
Otis C. Hurt
d Wool
The .regular chapter meeting
For Poultry, tgg
Cletis C. Farmer
was held Tuesday night.- FebruKIDNEY BEANS It
Pink
Cans
°
Clarence Hs Geurin
We Sell All Kinds of`-feed
ary 21'.
Avondale Brand, 2 No. 2 Cans 15c
.
George
W.
Dick
Means of raising money for the
Richard F. Parker
'''
'
Phone 441-13th and W. Mate
chapter 'were discussed by the asKroger's C. Club
H
!
le
actit
Golden Ragsdale
sembly. - After routine business
SPAGHETTI, Shells 9 1 lb. Cello 95c
Gardner ,Ragsdale
was disposed of we were enter25c
SCOTT TISSUE
3 Rolls
11111111.111111.11111111111111111
Walter Wilson
Macaroni, Elbows J
Pgks. Li
tained by a selection by the chap10c
. Roll
SCOTT 1 OWELS
ter quartet, composed of Hilson
Myers. Haiford Hart, Noah ArmWestinghouse Type D 30-60 W. Ea. 10c
strong. and Watson Arnett. Mer1 Cc
Mazda
ritt
Marine
gave
a
guitar
selection.
PURE
4 Lb. Carton 28c
Barkley Ames gave a speech and I
Ea. I J
1-4 lb. box 23c
lease Ford gave a cornet solo. The,
HOG
50 lb. Can $3.15 and $3.49
1-2 lb. box 43c
' apter. led by Hilson Myers, enKROGO, Pure Vegetable
yed grpup singing.
Dry Salt Butts 6c Lb.
Smoked Bacon Butts 7 c
Refiestiments were served to
3-lb can
,se present. A refreshment corn'tee was named for future meetsss. Members named on it were,
Lb
•ac Ford. Merritt Marine Snd
Pound
Whole or Cala Style
:sene Smith
Paradise Crackers
2 Lb. 23c
1 Lb. box 12c
A program committee, composed
SEED
HalfOrd Hart. Hilson Myres. and
Cob b 1ers or Reds 100
For
CA
F ,t, LL
PN
RO
IDE
2O
sststin Arnett, ,.was named to be
Lbs
Peck 29c
-punsible for the entertainment
POUND
if fatpre meetings.
The
chapter
broadcast
their
proBaking Powder, Large Can, Clabber Girl
19c
Peck 40c
gram' over station WPAD last

1

•

INSTANT
STARCH

..NO
COOKING

FAULTLESS STARCH

Faxon High School

DR.P.'A. WOOD

OGER

SPECIALS

THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET

10c
3 Boxes Matches, Soda or Salt
25c
6 Rolls, 1000 Sheet Toilet Tissue
25c
3 Cans Crushed Pineapple
10c
1 Lb. Can Cherries
14c.
2 Lb. Box Crackers
-,.. 23c
Quart Peanut Butter
15c
1 Lb. Mixed Cookies
. 25c
1 Lb. Maxwell House Coffee
1 Palmolive Soap & 10c Super Suds . 10c
10c Oxydol & 2 bars P&G Soap . . 15c
10 Lb. Cloth Bag Godchaux Siltar . 50c
4 Lbs. Pure Larct- . . . . . . . . . . . 32c
1 Lb. Sliced Bacon, no rind, no waste 20c
All Cuts Kansas City Roast and Steaks
Garcien Seeds, Seed Potatoes, and
Cabbage Plants

5

500 CALLOWAY

u
CLSUtI
Maximum

mummuismulle
BOGGESS

Bialocles Grocery

PRODUCE

Phone 375

'We Deliver

SUOTAR

10 LBS.. 46c

MILK
FLOUR CKrccgicurb's

20c

55c
CO
BEANS
SMAD DRESSING
2 Ivs.,15c soar
3
BREAD
ROLLED OATS
A

UTOTE-EM
LARD

FINE FOODS

15c

3

28c

CORN

COFFEE ARIOSA 2 Lb. Bags 21c
Vicks Salve 24c

Black Draught 2 - 20c boxes 35c

OYSTERS

No. 1 Can 10c No. 2 Can-19c
Floor Polish 16 oz. 13c

PEPPER Lb. 1Oc SAGE Si2zel°c15c

Sweet Potatoes, Nice Smooth

5.

WHY

suffer from Colds?

For quick
relief from
cold symptoms ••
take 666

ciquid-Tablets-Salve-Nose

Shinola Polish 2 boxes 15c
BLACK

Banquet Beef and Topmost Can Goods

3 Lbs. for 10c

CABBAGE

21c ONIONS13b510c

Lettuce,2 Heads 9c

Oranges

12c, 15c & 20c Doz.

COUNTRY DRY APPLES
American Loaf Cheese,

Lb.

Cranberry Beans, 5 lbs. 21c

25c
22c

NO. 2 CAN

PINEAPPLE

3 lb

Peas,

2

black

For

26c

eye,

lb. 6c

24 Lb. 80`
FLOUR ACRO FAVORITE
SOUTH
Nice Country_ Cured Hams Selling at 17 & I8c Lb.

OXYDPL RINSO - LUX Larqe 19`
LIBBY MILK 4 TALL CANS 26c
•

WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF GARDEN
AND FIELD SEEDS, CABBAGE PLANTS,
AT ALL TIMES.

Drops

24-Phones-25

'

The South's Finest Flour
$1.10
Omega Flour. 24 lbs.
12 ha. 65c - 6 lbs. 31c
Qt. Jar Fine Extracted
454'
Honey. 3 lbs. net
20c
Comb Honey. 20 02. jar _ .
Francis Dtake Grapefruit Juice
15c
46• oz. Can
Buckeye Quaker Oats
20e
5 lb. Bag
Early Alaska and Thomas Laxton
25c
Seed Peas, 2 lba.
5 & 10c
Packet Vegetable Seeds,
,
These Fine Mountain Coffees
We
.4-Way Blended 0. K.. Lb.
15c
White House, I.b.
*an seek
Mountain Rose
2Sc
__.___
_
2 Lbs.
Chocolate and Ginn Orr?, Candy
. 10c
Per Lb.
Sc
Homisty, No. 2 can
10c
No. 5 Cam sso,.
1 Palmolive Soap Free with
10c
1k Blue Supersuds
10c Blue supersude and 2 Octagon
Toilet Soap for 2 coupons from
10c
Octagon Toilet Sisap and
32c
1 Lb. Carton Pure Llird
50 Lb. Can Inspect,d Lard ._
20c
Country Sairge., Lb.
Rest Reef, Pork, 'tressed ('hichens
Want to Boy Country
Smoked Jowls

1 2c
7/

Sliced BACON

ALL VARIETIES OF THE BEST GARDEN SEEDS

CHILI BRICKS Armour's 15c OLEO
Sugar Cured
Kroger's
C. Club BACON Whole or Half Side

JELLY
and
COFFEE Chase
Sanborn
Good
Pingdinger
COFFEE That
4 Lb.
LARD

BONELESS

CREAM CANS - 45c
53c
63c

POTATOES

DOG FOOD RED HEART 3 for 25c.
SOAP SWEET HEART 4 Boxes 19e
1

SUPERSUDS and
PALMOLIVE SOAP

Oc
LAUNDRY SOAP all kinds 6 for 23c
Prompt Delivery

Both for

POUND

POUND

10c
13c

151
/
2` SAUSAGE 3 Lbs. 25°
ROAST
4 Pounds 28' FRANKS 2 Pounds 29`
LARD
Pound
25c
WHITING FISH, 3 Pounds
81/2c Boneless Fish Fillets, 2 Lbs.
29c
ir;:ii PORK
Pound
NECK BONES Pound 5c, C.Kroger's
Roll 29°
Club BUTTER
SNOWY
CAULIFLOWER
HEAD
10`
WHITE
For
GRAPEFRUIT Texas80 Seedless
10
29c
Size

38c
HAM
Pound
and
COUNTRY HAM Lb. 30c 40`
25c
2 Pounds
OLEO

4

No. Rind POUND 1 3g%
No Waste

Rib or Loin
End
Pound

2 Lbs.bs. 25c
Carton
33c

6-quart
8-quart
12-quart

ADREMXOTUEBR'S

Country Style Bulk PORK

PORK LOIN

??C

10 Assorted 2 oz. Pkgs.
TENDERLSED

15c
Lb- 25c

39c

10c

BOILING BEEF

100 Lb Bag 2.65
OEDS
GARDEN PEA SEED 2 Lbs. 25°

12 oz.
Glass

Lb.
Elox 15c
2 29
31Clb.
at 25`

1

SALMON
DOG FOOD

CERTIFIEPDT

PURE
F RU IT

Swarm's Grocery

COMAS

Pork Shoulders

1.73

POTATOES

39c

RINSO 2 Ls::: 39c
LAMPS40-50--71oq
6140az5dLIPTON'S TEA
IVORY SOAP 3 LW:re. 25` SHORTENING

TOLLEY & CARSON

DIXIE SLICED BACON

65c

95,

89c
49c

1

Phone 37 •

$

•

.40
•
•

0'

•

25c

15 Lb PECK
10 Lb.
9c
Yellow ONIONS
25c CARROTS 2California
Globe
Bag
Bunches
Florida
Doz.
ORANGES 288
15° HEAD LETTUCE Head 5c
Size
Red - White - Yellow
ONION SETS 2 Qts- 15c t. CABBAGE 3 Lbs 1Oc

9 .

lc

yard.

Implements,
on, 2-horse
hogs, some
at the home
41, near Outuby Outland.
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Sc

65'

S.

39c
39

rt 23c

. White
AN Cc
-LS a

15c
as 29`
it,' 25c
25c
10c
Ea. 10c

a 15c
n

39c

COMPLETE COVERAGE OP ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

Your Progressive Home Newspaper for Over Half a Century
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon March 7, 1940

Regional Net Play PUBLIC URGED TO
Will Open Friday PARK CARS RIGHT
4

•REIDLAND AND
HICKMAN OPEN
TOURNEY PLAY

Tourney Manager

& TIMES

FIRST REGIONAL DRAWINGS

Pollee Will Use Courtesy Notices Bsulow
In' Safety Campaign: Cooperation
FRIDAY, 3:30 P. M.
• Benton
of Citizens is Requested

-

Vol. CVIII; No. 10

SATURDAY, 9:30 A. M.
Youth

$1.50 a
•

CHESTER SWOR TO
CONDUCT SERVICES

Hickman
FRIDAY, 2:30 P. M.
Reidiand

$1..00 a year In catiorway
Marshall. Graves, Heft..
ry and Steuart Counties.
year elsewhere ft
the State of Kentucky.
t9 fin a year to any amines
other than above.

Week Arrangements Made
by Student Secretary
Ralph Churchill

WARNI

NO! DONKEY GAME AT
COLLEGE SUCCESS

Police have isstted a warning
for all persons .to be on the
lookout'formad dogs.
According to their report,
one was killed by Joe Pittman,
colored, in the northern part of
town last week. Joe stated that
the dog he killed had bitten
several other dogs..
The police request the cooperation of all -citizens in eradicating the dogs, which are real
menaces to the commUnity.

Local Democrats Exhibit Unusual
Skill in Athletics

The donkey
basketball
game
The Safety Committee of the
SAT.. 8:10,
sored by the Young Democratic
City Council, and chief of Police
iFIN-ALk4
Burman Parker wish to thank the Sedalia
club of the college afforded much
citizens of Murray and Calloway
fun to thaylarge crowd that witFRIDAY, 7:30 P. M.
County for the admirable way in
Cunningham
nessed.--the two games played in
which they have cooperated in carSATURDAY. 10:30 P. M.
the Carr Health Building, Monday
rying out the new traffic and parking regulations instigated last week. Symsonla
evening, March 4th. In the openOnly through a continuation . of FRIDAY, 8:30 P. M.
ing game the Youry
it Democrats
Murray State College is Host
such cooperation can the problem Hardin
triumphed over the
ung Repubto District- Cage Winners;
of traffic conjestion be eliminated
licans by the overwhelming score
on the streets of Murray.
Stewart is Manager
Drivers are urged to continue
of 4-0. and in the second tussle the
parking their cars on the right side
Faculty defeated the
Downtown
W1NKENHOFFER AND
of the street, to avoid double parkMurray
Two
students, Miss Democrats 6-0.
ing and parking before tire hydAUSTIN ARE OFFICIALS
Preceding the games Tom King.
Ophie Lee 'Miller, -Linn Grove,
ranrs and in front of alleyways. A
"Grand Qld Man of the Rodeo
It. was stated at Frankfort this
The employees of the Bank of
Stephens,
--Miss
Margarette
and
request
is
made
again
that
persons
Tournament play for Region No.
Arena", gave a fifteen minute exweek: by Mr. Cecil T. Williams, Murray
honored
George
Hart,
ykielliffe, have been
placed in hibition of rope-spinning, whiprefrain from hitch-hiking at the Cmomissioner
I will get under way tomorrow
of Buret Highways. cashier, on the occasion of his
corner of 5th and Main streets.
teaching
positiops
Marston
s
-at
cracking
(Friday) afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
and Indian impersonation.
that rural roads throughout the birthday, Friday afternoon, March
In an effort to carry through this State were badiy
High Sctifiol, Marston, Mo., ac- With him appeared his trained coyin the John W. Carr Health Builddamaged -by the I. with a__ party in the directors
program, the police department is recent freeze,
ing with Murray State College
cording to Prof. E. H. Smith, head ote. This veteran of the cow coonand in many counties room of the bank.
starting a campaign to make the will require
acting as host to the winners and,
the entire Rural Highof the college extension depart- try% fittingly dressed in high heeled
A delicious -two-course lunch
driving public "parking conscious". way allotment
boats, fringed leather vest, and big
runnersup.in Districts 1, 2, 3 and
to restore the roads was served to Mr. Hart, the emment.
Courtesy notices will be placed on to their
hat 'was a boyhood chum and
original condition and put ployees and the following guests,
4. Coach Roy Stewart of the colMiller, February graduate, school mate of the late Will
all cars found violating these rules. them
Rogin shape for travel. Where Mr. Tremon Beale, president of the
lege is tournament manager- and
is employed in the high school ers and trouped with him as a
One way of adding to the charm this condition
exists. Mr.-Williams bank. Mrs.-George-Hart. Mrs. L. L.
Acree Austin and Arnold Winkenof
the
-best
town in Kentucky" Is said. Very little new
commerce department.
perfornier in the Col. Cummings
ROY STEWART
construction Dunn, Lochie Fay Hart, and Mrs.
hoffer are officials for the play.
to have the business section attrac- work can
Miss Stephens, who would have Shdws.
be undertaken. Chester Swot.. outstanding youth
Coaches of the region met here
Errett Gardner,
tive looking. Uniform parking in
Repairing the roads damaged by
leader, dean of men and as- been a June graduate, plans to get
The baN games. played on anlSunday afterfieorrfor bracket draw- ducah, saw Reidland playing con- the business disrtict will go a long
sociate professor of English at her-degree in August of this sum- malp braugfit here by the Panhandle
ings and to select officials of the sistent tourney ball and in the way in this direetiOn. The cooper-. the freeze will not get underway,
in
most
instances, until after April
Mississippi College, Clinton, Miss., mer.
Donkey Ball Company, were uptournament. The drawings are as final round trampled Barlow 24-12: ation of every citizen and visitor
first, it was stated, because funds
will- be in charge of the services
roarious from beginning to
follows:
District No. 3, at Mayfield, saw is requested.
for
the
work
will
not
be
throughout
available
Youth
Week,
which
with---whiett such
Friday afternoon at 2:30 Hick- Coach paby
Deweese's Sedalia
Talk "about rain and 'hail. w8
until that time.
will be held at the First Baptist MISS VOLINE POOL RETUR
players as T, Waldrop, Prof. Howman and Rcidland will raise the quint break all imanignable prereally
it
Saturday
had
afternoon.
TO
FORMER
POST
Not since the inauguration 'of the
Church March 18-24. according to
ton,'. Otis Lovins and others discurtain on the 1940 event; at 3:30 dictions by defeating Pilot Oak in
Miss Voline Pool has accepted a mounted. recovered
Rural Highway Department in 1936 The wind did considerable dam- Ralph Churchill, student secretary.
the ball and
Barlow will meet Benton to end early round of play and ttii•ri topposition with the Murray Paint and then,
have the roads been in the condition age south of Farmington wreckwith it in one arm and the
Mr. Swor, who has been an the Wallpaper Company,
afternoon play. Friday night at ping SYrnsonia 2t-18 in the finals;
with which ofher hand holding the reins, rethey are at this time, Mr. Williams ing titmice° barns and stock barns. -faculty at Mississippi
College for she was formerly connected, and
7:30, Sedalia will oppose Cunning- District No. 4, held at Benton, saw
said. In may counties officials have Haen't heard of any homes being ten years, is on leave
mounted the bucking burros was
of absence began her duties there March
ham and in the nighteap,• Sym- the lid completely blown into the
wrecked. Sure hope none were.
Murray State's faculty is very issued orders forbidding
I. iadeed enough to keep the crowd
hauling
this
year
to carry on_youth work,
sonia will tangle with Hardin to ozone as Coach Matt Sparkman's enthusiastic because the Sock and over the roads
Mr.
Tom
Smith
Miss
was
struck
Pool
is
by
well
a
fitted,
through
while in this presshouting with laughter.
end the first round of play.
Benton High quint'fomped through Buakin is giving as its next produc- ent condition.
car last Thursday breaking one and revivals and to write. He experience and natural talent, for
teaches a class annually at the
The donkeya shod in rubber
The ,semi-finals will be played three hard fought tilts. In the tion, Friday night, March 22. MaxIf the public will cooperate one or more bones in one of his Southern Baptist Assembly held at the position she now holds. Hav- "overshoes",
really looked as much
Saturday morning. The opening final round. the Indians pushed well Anderson's dramatic biography wholeheartedly the damage
ing been employed by this firm for
can be limbs. . He was rushed to the Ridgecrest, N. C.
game of the morning will place aside a persistent Hardin team of "Mary of Scotland".
two 'yearson a previous occasion, at home on the basketball court as
considerably lessened and the cost Mason hospital where he remains
Much in demand for young peo- she is well acquainted with the some of the players, and conversathe winner of the Hickman-Reid- to win by a 29-22 score. In semiIn order to get a cross-section of of repairing greatly reduced.
a patient. We wish for him a
ples meetings, Mr. Swor is unusual- entire stock of decoration require- tion among the spectators dealt
land tilt against the winner of the final play Benton eked out a 28- what different members of
The Rural Road Program for the speedy recovery.
the
with the best types of lineament
influential with conferences such ments.
Be-Hew-Benton affair- in the upper 26 win over Brewers-and- Hardin various departments think about fiscal year 1940-41 is -now being
Mrs. Ceres Stone-, of-- Clinton;
and ointments to be used on sore
by Mr.
bracket, at 9:30 o'clock. In the Stopped Calloway county's dark Sock and Buskin attempting such made up in cooperation with the daughter- of- Mr. Smith. was called as has been arranged
Churchill here.
Personal inter- ville, Roanoke and pallas. He has muscles and bruises resulting from
. lower bracket the winner of the horse, Kirksey, by a 36-27 score. a feat as staging a difficult play of fiscal courts and the WPA.',- Mr. immediately to visit her father.
the many spills.
Sedalia-Cunningham
Several have bad colds and flu views will be planned throughout also conducted meetings at the folgame
will The Kirksey Eagles flew into' a this nature, club members inter- Williams stated.
lowing colleges: Baylor, Furman
oppose the winner of the Sym- frenzy and cluttered up tourney viewed various faculty members,
in and around here. Mrs. Annie the week.
Some of Mr. Swor's engagements University, Mars Hill College, Undopesters by eliminating Calvert and here are a few of the reactions:
Owsley
ticounty farmers are pre.sonia-Hardin melee, at 10:30.
Brooks and two daughters, Mrs.
"Maxwell Anderson has succeedAccording
to spectators,
The finals will be played Satur- City.
box more tobacco beds
Canner, Mrs. Lovie Finney and during the year include Oklahoma ion University and Murray State paring,
City,
Memphis, St. Louis, Knox- College.
this yea .
enough cannot be said of the ed remarkably well in my opinion,
day night at 8:30 o'clock.
children, and, in fact, ,most all of
1
-English on the ball" brought highly satisfactory brand of ball in giving to the American stage a
Coldwater school have colds.
about many abrupt changes in the displayed by the Eagles in a play which reflects a broad underBert Bazzell, who has been sick
standing
and
a
fine
appreciation
Of
old dope can last weeitend as the tournament that included many
for sometime, remains about the
the factors, personality, and confour district teams of Region ,One strong'and brilliant quintets.
same.
ditions influencing the history of
named their champions. Perhaps
Miss Ruth' Sexton, head of the
School will close Friday. March
Tourney play in Region Two,
the Reidland Greyllsoundl.,- coached played at Trigg County High, more England and Scotland during the home economics department of 8, at Coldwater. Ame sure most
by Fred Clark, was the one team than likelyP brought about the age of Queen Elizabeth", 'is Miss Murray State College,
everyone
will be glad as there are
that al 7 wrci the "corner experts" most severe upset of net play in Mayrelle Johnson's opinion. This invitation to become a received an so many colds in school.
member
professor
of
of
the
social
studies
has
to retain their laurels as capable this end of the state when Coach
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Black and
seen the original play with Helen the Beta chapter of Delta Kappa
forecasters of the net game in this "Cricket" Perdue's rtigg County
Airs. Dillard Finney, Mrs. Effie
Hayes
cast
as
Mary,
and
went
Gamma,
a
Into
national
honorer*
fraregion. However the remainder of High- five toppled over ,Kuttawa
Christenberry and Ted Ray Wilraptures concerning the qualities ternity
based
on
the teams took on the color of in the fianls by a 38-35 tally.
achievement. son visited Mr. and Mrs. Bennie
given Mary .by Miss Hayes. (Ruth
Miss
Sexton
"dark horses".
is
also
a
member
and
family Sunday.
of
Other final scores in Region Two Nall, Clinton freshman, will
porIn
District No. 1, played at were as follows: Mattoon 28. Salem tray Mary
It seems that plantbed- burning
in the Murray version). Onicron Nu, honorary fraternity:'Eardwell, Cunningliarr nosed out 21; Hanson 41, Nebo 25; and Hopand
gardening
will be plenty late
Phi
Upsilon
Unicror9 honorary
Prof. A. C. LaFollette, public
Ilickman 18-1-6; .District 2, at Pa- kinsville 26, Crofton 23.
speaking teacher and debate coach and professional fraternity; and this year.
Hope this letter escapes the
thought at once of "A unique set- Kappa Delta sorority.
waste paper basket.-K. T. Did.
ting. Costumes which depict ElizaThe
active
chapter
of
Delta
bethan period. Lines which are
clever. This play goes from the Kappa Gamma which has been
organized
in Murray held the first
mirthful to the sorrowful. Combining these, you have a minute initiation services Saturday, March
picture of what this play will be- 2. Miss Lillian Logan, state presone surely worth seeing". Prof. ident
of the fraternity, was presLaFollette, who has just returned
with his debate- team from an Indi- ent. After the initiation sfivice,
ana tourney, also added that he the members attended a luncheon
was glad to see the Sock and Bus- at the National •Hotel,
kin giving legitimate stage playsones which will educate as well as
Twenty Boone county poultry
entertain.
Accurately and Carefully
"I'm glad to see- our football raisers held a county-wide conferCompounded of Purest
players getting into dramatics," ence to set goals as to quality, diswas Line Coach and Boxing Men- ease eradication, and marketing.
Drugs
tor Jim Moores attitude, when
asked what he thought of the draA
matic debut of footballers George
Speth, Bill McMurray, Jess Hahn,
Lawrence Thompson, and boxer
Denver Erwin. The entire Murray
ALLIS-CHALMERS MODEL 60
Physical education department has
long been an advocate of versatility, according to Coach Roy StewYo J
art. and dramatics is indeed a part
of every physical education progran].
Dr. Forrest Pogue, acting head of
the social science department, has
also seen Helen Hayes as "Mary of
Scotland", but is gratified to see
the Sock and Buskin bringing actual history to the Murray stage.
While he was continually wanting
to drift off into the subject covered
F. 0. B. FACTORY
in the "Vagabond, King". Dr. Pogue
FOR FULL 2-PLOW TRACTOR
expressed the views that the play
•
would be a hit if the characters of
WITH POWER TAKE-OFF
'Just look through
John Knox, Elizabeth and
Mary
were gven the proper attention.
the huge pages of our
(Jde Fitch is Knox; Martha Beanew, exclusive Sherman, Elizabeth, and
WHY ALL-CROP HARVESTING
Miss Nall,
,"Biggest harvesting news since the reaper!" That's
'in Williams Paint
Mary.)
what
they
when
said
the All-Crop Harvester—
DOESN'T COST...IT PAYS!
These opinions represent only a
& Color Style Guide.
• CLICK; will go the-,'
small cross-section of the faculty
"Successor to the Binder"—was announced 5 years
They are over twp
but it furnished adequate proof
cameras on Easter
ago. Now—it's big news again when Allis-Chalmers • FULL-WIDTH CYLINDER-No slugging, huddling or
square feet in size ...
that all the faculty is really lookboftle-n•sking of wid• swath thric /10,
TOW cylinder.
morning. And you, of
reduces the price on the new, improved 1940
ing forward to the time when
contain 120 pages,
clean-shaven boys may meet their
model. Think of it ... all the benefits of 5 years' • RUBBER SHELLING CONTACTS -Threshes all your
course will want to look
143 illustrations-95
classes--after "Mary of Scotland",
small groins, banns and seeds. litwors willishof•
experience are built into this famous machine.
of which are full colyour best. The surest
which will be given Friday night.
canton, of grain.
or, photographs, each
experience of harvesting more than 100 diversted
Mrach 22, at 8:14 in the college
way we know to get
•
VARIABLE
SPEED DRIVES- Quick, easy adlirssiattfet•
auditorium,
filling
an
crops—yet
page.
entire
the price is lower than ever before.
what you want in stylfor all crept. Quilt', ••soir ranning.
Power take-off operated—you save the price of an
ish good looks is to
Following the cow-and-calf plan,
• OVERSIZE THRESHING REAR -A1 much sogsemeting
extra motor. Why pay threshing or
What you're through you'll know just what colors
have your clothes cleanW. L. Allison of Mason county is
ore. as other machinies with lock* Mit width al col.
eonitbine bills? Why wait on somebody
and color combinations will best suit both interiors
establishing
a purebred dairy herd.
ed by our reliable, careelse? Why ask Mother to cook for
TRACTORS RIM
and exteriors of your own home. It's the quickest,
• AIR -BLAST SEPARATION GO, groin fro* Acmes
f u 1, expert workers.
extra men? Why go through all those
quicker. Straw lu•ns c•nsplefely over.
easiest, surest way to visualize colors and color
Send them in now!
,$5/8/144":1Y
Harvest Headaches when you can be '
combinations for your home and every room. It's
MASTER of your h
t with an
NARVESTERS BEGIN
color styling as you've never seen it before! Come
All•Crop Harvester ... at an average
in today and let us give you a demonstration of
saving of 10 cents a bushel. Let us
this amazing style guide. .No obligation.
show you.
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Rural Highways Cashier Honored
to Be Repaired
by Associates

st

Two Students Get
Missouri Posts
_

Coldwater News _

Faculty Views on
'Mary of Scotland

Miss Sexton Invited
To Be Member of
Delta Kappa Gamma

EST FREEDOM

SPRING

just one
week from today

Prescriptions

Oc
7/
1
2c

13c
10c
13c

-1- JOIN THE
EASTER
PARADE

NOW SHOWING AT OUR STORE
THE NEW STYLE GUIDE

NEW 1940

ALL-CROP HARVESTER \\

will always have

the /e/4z4-- COLOR

with the S-W PAINT

and COLOR STYLE GUIDE

25c
29c
25c
29c

d 29c

10c
29c

5c
9c

ad 5c

ALLIS-CHALMERS ACTS AGAIN TO
BRING BENEFITS OF DIVERSIFIED
FARMING WITHIN REACH OF ALL

at

PHONE 44'

$345,04,

SUPERIOR
Laundry & *Dry Cleaners

10c

0

Always A Step Ahead

For Economy and Quality Have
Your Shoes Repaired at

Dutch's Shoe Shop

Also, famous OHIO horse drawn implements, such as Blackhawk planter,
two speed mowers, manure spreaders.

MURRAY PAINT & WALLPAPER CO.

TAYLOR Seed & Implement Co.

.The Only Exclusive Paint and Wallpaper Store in Murray
Telephone 323

End South Fourth St.

North (th St.

Basement Elms, Beale Hotel

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE...
FOR AN All-CROP HARVESTER
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--- pened over here. 'he meaalee scare the house of Mrs. Emma Nance
dragging the road by here which II
,
Johnnie Simmons spout a few
has kept several people in rather now. preparator to renovating it
is hi,-..,ly appreciated.
hours Friday at the bedside of -lee . '
soon into ,a Colonial home. •
close lately.
Mrs. T. Brandon is -ill at this
cows's. 'Mrs. Ada- Ellie who is
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Lovins spent
Mrs. Otis Steele has been sufferwriting with asthma.
"If I could like an angel preach greatly improved at this time.
The wind and rain are appropri- ing with a broken bone in her Saturday night with Mrs. Nance
Thelma
Byars
has
Mrs.
started
And with all wisdom others teach; • Mrs. Hassel Brown and daugh.
Champion Potatoes
ate accompaniments for my spirits ankle sustained by stepping on a after attending the shower. Then
Rehersals are already under way
Speaking of sightseeing.'Mrs. J. her garden by setting out cabbage. this inerreng. I want spring to shade roller which caused her to Sunday morning they attended serYet if G's love were not in me, ter were Friday dinner guests of
plants.
Willis.
Annie
Miss
carried
with
her
while
C.
Paschall
hurry and cisme so I can gut out fall down the door step. She spent vices conducted by Rev. Lax at for "The Vagabond King", possAll this as sounding brass would
Mrs., Louisa Mtichell and chil- visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs. .0. T. Paschall made a business and dig and plant flowers and set Friday night at the clinic tho and Sulphur Spring and went to Porter ibly the most difficult performance
be.
ever attempted at Murray College,
hens even if neither succeeds.) and came home Saturday with her leg McCuiston's for dinner.
MSS Mary and Clyde, were D. H. Byeie. Saturday night, two trip to Mayfield last week.
The love of God naught takes its i iitren.
Conn Milstead. substitute mail maybe the fresh spring breezes will in a cast so she's better now.•
ip New Concord Friday afternoon. very fine sweet potatoes which
I heard of the death of another which will be presented Friday
place-, 'Pete Wisehart was at Freelnad's had been presented to her by her carrier for Willie Jones, carried blow some of the grouchiness out
Mrs. Bob Cathey discontinued good old lady whom I had known evening, May 3, under the sponsorNo gifts nor marks, not even ! Store Friday morning.
neighbors. Mr. and Mrs... Mart the mail on Hazel Route 1 last of my systens. There's'just no kind her school at Vincent for a week all my life, "Aunt" Vick Elkins ship of the Sock and Buskin Club
faith.
of medicine, according to my no- because of illness in the communi- who died at her daughter's, Mrs. and Sigma Alpha Iota.
, Miss Mary Lucille Simmons and Rogers of Lynn Grove. Each pota- week.
The love of God is patient, kind:
The cast, selected by Miss Helen
to was yellow and the peeling
Lee Parker's, near Brandon
Homer Jones' car got under tion. which will as effectively cure ty lowering ,,the attendance.
Friday
afterbrother.
E.
H.,
were
It envies not, no fault doth find.
looked like silk. one weighed four' water from the heavy rain Satur- a bad case of depression as some
All over here with radios heard Thornton, dramatic head, arid Prof.
I went to Concord Saturday to
:
noon
visitors
Munnie
This love divine seeks not its own.
pounds, the other three pounds, a ray and a wrecker from Puryear brisk weeding of the hoe in a hear the results of the combination our little neighborhood preacher. Price Doyle, head of the fine arts
Mitchell.
Will bear all things when self is
flower bed or garden right out in party and shower given at the John Outland, and his quartet from department, embodies 84 charactotal of seven pounds. I'm won- was called to pull the ear out.
Simmons.
veto
has
Mrs.
Johnnie
gone
dering who beat Mr. and Mrs.
Rupert Orr and Arlis Byars were the warns sunshine of a spring day. garage apartment Saturday night. Hopkinsville Thursday, at 10:45. ters besides singfng and dancing
been
ill
for
is
not
quite
sometime,
behaves
aright
lore
divine
And
Chatterbox. choruses.
Rogers; growing and keeping such in Hazel Saturday.
Some of the most pleasant sounds and from all accounts, there had Listen for him.
The story of Rudolf Friml's popNo - evil things, and ehows• ISo so well at this writing.
potatoes thus far through so much
Mr. and Mrs. Ares Byars were I can remember from out of my been a teal informal house warmuler musical comedy, based on "If
". Miss Annie Willis celebrated her zero temperature^ Reba returned Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and childhood are the contented cheeps ing with perhaps two hundred atpride;
I Were:King", centers around the
Cannot rejoice in what es wrong: birthday on March 1.
to her home Sunday afternoon with Mrs. Ben Byars.
of baby chicks as the mother hen tending. - All tools, oil, etc., were
life of a *famous French philosBut, in the truth—even thpugh
Mr. Bud Todd celebrated Isis the potatoes carefully packed in
Willie. Rubye. and Dewey Beale scratched in the loose fertile soil moved off the concrete floor of the
-ow
alone.
Visitors in the home of Mr. and opher-poet, Francois Vlllon.
69th birthday March the first.
her suit case.
. Orr were guests of Doyee. Martha for bugs for them while we reseed garage and the crowd assembled
Reserve seat sale for this prothere.
Zeal, love divine . will all endure:
Mrs. Terry 'Morris Sunday were
Raphael Maynard was in Hazel
Mrs. Fred Humphreys has been Nell, and Rama 'Sue Morris Sun. and read in the late hours of the
Hopes and elivene what's best and Saturday.
calm, sunny afternoon.
The bride, Mrs. Rainey Lpvins, Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Key and duction will open at the showing
kren.
dau
y_oaufltdernhos
quilting lately'.
pure.
I wouldn't exchange even the was showered by people from far daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr of "Mary et Scotland" and may be
to say hello to Mr.
Miss Eva Mae Williams was the
One 'Kee, Lewis Cosby. Odle
and baby, Mr. and Mrs. George procured in-the college auditorium
And love digine shall yet increase
taturday night guest of Miss Fran- Mo,rris. Ben Byars, Haney end Den- and Mrs. Noah Story of Detroit. most humble home in the country and near With most everything a
foyer.
_ When prqsthecy and tongues shall ces Parker.
the finest home in a big city little wife needs excepting a wash Jenkins and Gaylon Morris.
for
think
of
you
people
up
We
there
Paschall
worked
on
the
cif
roads
Misses Ruth and Fay Faust of
cease.
tub and a chopping axe. Rainey
when it's springtime.
Ada Ellis. who has been around here last week and helped a lot.
Mrs.
Lansing, Michigan, are spending a
We know and speak in part while
And I've never entirely relin- may see that she gets those.
Norton Foster says we couldn't
confined to her bed'for the past arm quite a bit.
here-.
A shower had also been given at few days with home folks.
get along very well if we do not quished my dream of a rustic, subfew. days with flu, is much imMr. and Mrs, Glynn Orr and
Willie Everette has been helpIt will be so till He appears.
, build air castles as we at, along. stahtial log house" with a big rock the home of Mrs. Loyd Ratterree
proved.
ing our mail carrier. Will Jones, It seems the most we taild the chimney and a bubbling spring or in honor -of Mrs. Ina Faye Ratter- baby were Friday night-visltors of
Like through ti glass we see
Jahn Simmons. who was' taken
quite a lot by lending him a team wind smashes them. Mit really it a moss covered well, nestled back ree who is at present employed at Mr. and Mrs. Oman Paschall.
things heresuddenly ill Sunday. is reported a.'s
Miss Wanda Sue Jones was a SatThen face to lace-there He is
and buggy to use over the bad is pastime to build them, isn't it on some shady slope where con- the sewing centers at Murray. Mrs.
greatly improtred Ed this time.
roads.
near;
tented-cows graze on daisyseprihk- Ratterree was left widowed with urday night visitor of Hilda Jane
"Uncle Bowden" Swann?
Pernie Mae Simmons took adJenkins.
And now abides faith. hope. and vantage of the spring weather
led meadows, just near enough to three small children last fall.
Creomulsion relieves promptly beThanks. South Pleasant Grove
-Golden .Lock
Mrse'Hildred -Johnson has been cause it goes right to the seat of the
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Young of
love
the busy highways that I ean hear
Saturday and cleaned off nor lawn. correspondent. for. the compliment
on
the
sick
list.
trouble
toloosen germ laden phlegm,
the hum of traffic, but far enough Concord are to be congratulated
But gteatest of 9wm all is love.
I ant hoping to Shear from all passed on Golden Looks' poem in
Increase secretion and aid nature to
away that I can forget the nervous, after the arrival last week a a
Times.
Ledger
&
last
before
week
the writers in this week's paper.
soothe and heal raw,tender,inflamhurry and scurry of craving hu- young daughter. Mrs. Young was
Charlie
Williams spent the
ed bronchial mucous membranes.
}fatten Lewis was the Firday I certainly like your news column.
manity in its jitterbug dance for formerly Irene Grogan of near
weekend at the bedside of Tom night guest
No matter how many medicines you
Here we are to let you know that
of Mr. and Mrs. Car- Hope you and Mrs. Miller are getNew Hope.
possession
of
"things-.
Yes.
I'd
get
Perry who is very ill.
have tried, tell your druggist to sell
roll Clark of Murray. Route 4 ting along nicely. I liked Ky.' spring in the U. S. will bring "Vio- the urge, too, and the dissatisfacJ. W. must have been excited or "I would like to be an Angel.
you a bottle of Creomulston with the
John and Rob Duncan and Billy
Although she lets"; abroad it will bring "VioWas glad to learn the' Mrs Clark Belle's poem. too_
tion, if I joined tele crowd, so I'd over awed with the responsibility Because they are good and true;
understanding that ,vou are to like
McClure Wire in Hazel Saturday. is
lence".
improved from a recent Illness. is an unknown friend.
of
becoming
a
the
way it quickly allays the cough
prefer
father.
for
reveling in the bliss of not
Saturday They all live up in Heaven,
Johnnie Simmons was in Murvisitor of
Robbie Jones was
Hope to be able to be - back
Mr. ana Mrs. Robert Robertson even knowing what the mob strug- night he wrecked his car when he II think I would like to live there or you are to have your money back
ray end Hazel.. Saturday. He also next
Missouri
Wilson.
Mrs
his aunt.
gave a party- Saturday night. •A gled for. then I could be content ran headlong'into a ditch between
week.-Ky. Belle. too.'
spent a while at the bedside of
_Sendase, _Meeraing, in the house of very large crowd-attended and evConcord and Murray.
th whet. I had.
by Rama -Sue Morris,
Tom Perry who has been conMr. and Mrs. Herten Fosters "Aunt eryone reported a very nice time.'
Carpenters are busy
for Coughs,Chest Colds,eronchitis
la believe nothing new has hapwrecking
3rd Grade, Hazel School
fined to his bed for heir weeks
Missouri" is improved some of a
Delroy Milton and Hillman Ly_
with flu. We hope for Mr. Perrecent illness.
ons spent Sunday across the
CHILDREN
leo
ry a speedy recovery.
CHILDREN
Topha Tyler and Pete ValenErnest Jones. who is attending at Pine Bluff. Say boys isn't it
M11. Mary Wisehart . was the tine visited Alvin McCree Sunday. an agriculture school in Lexing- early for the ball season to be BALCONY. Nights. gunds7.:.
:
•
ADULTS-Balcony. Matinee Except
Sunday guest of "Aunt Fannie"
Holidays
210
Billp,Stephens underwent an ap- ton. was a Sunday guest of his. opened.
16o
thmdays and Holidays
_ Wiseharf.
pendectury _at Nnhl. MeneariaLelose -grartdinatiess, Mrs. Jennie Janes, ..! Say "Topsy" N. R. got your let- LOWER FLOO.
Matinees,
Except
Floor,
IL
Lower
?DOM
,
Sundllia-;X:
-E. H. Simmons sends greetings Intel. earls. recently. we wisn and famHy.- It was -a _happy day ter last week. She's coming over
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-for Reservations
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Dr. Woodfin I lutson, President SANDS,
Announces Centennial Dinner, March 11

ited

Members of the acaith Western
Dental Society will join dentists
throughout the country during
March in the celebration of the one
hundreth anniversary of the Amerwan dental profession, Dr. Woodfin Hutson, Murray, president of
the society, announced today.
. Dr. Hutson said the South Western Dental Society will hold a
centennial dinner on March 11 at
6:30 o'clock at- the Cobb Hotel in
Paducah, to-eornmernorate• two important events in the history of
dentistry: the foundlng of the first
dental school in the world and the
establishment of the first national
tal itssociation. The national
ebration will reach a climax on
March 18, 19, and 20 in Baltimore,
Mals where, in 1840, the first dental school in the world was founded.
Tribute will be paid, Dr. Hutson
said, to Drs. Horace A. Hayden
and Chapin A. Harris, who founded the Baltimore College of Dental
Surgery and were guiding forces in
the establishment of The first dental society and the first dental
journal, forerunners of the American Dental Association and the
ADA. Journal.
••
"Drs. Hayden and Harris and a
few of their associates in the early
part of the nineteenth century
visualized dentistry as a scientific
and separate profession," Dr. Hutson explained. "As a result of
their inspiration and pioneering
spirit American dentistry has developed to a point where it is regarded as the best in the world
today." •
During the 1940 celebration,
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American dentists will emphasize
the scientific advancement made
in the treatment of oral disease in
the last one hundred year's, and, at
the same time, lay plans for the
future improvement of its services in the preservation of personal and public health.
In the last century, Dr. Hutson
recalled, American dentistry has
steadily advanced from an itinerant craft to a highly specialized
profession, one that has become
most important to the health and
welfare of the American people.
More than 400 district dental societies from coast to earast, representing some 45,000 members of
the American Dental Association,
will hold centennial dinners on
the evening uf March 11. During
the following week. 6.000 members
of the profession will attend the
Baltimore centennial celebration.
Dr. Lucien C. Brun, general
chairman of ,the Baltimore activity, reports that outstanding members of the profession from this
country and abroad will present
scientific essays at the Baltimore,
session.
Scientific, health, and
historical exhibits will depict the
evolution of every phase of dentistry, while
pagents will
recall
dramatically the founding of dentistry and the milestones in its
advancement.
The most obscure Calloway cotinty schoolboy, suffering
with a
toothache, has more ready relief
at his command than had Croessus
with all his wealth, Aristotle with
all his knowledge or Charlemange
with all his power.
This fact was emphasized today

GET READY FOR
THE EASTER PARADE

Excec
Rxoept
____ 17e

by Dr. Hutson as he discussed
further nationwide plans for the
celebration during 1940 of the
one hundrelh anniversary of the
dental profession.
"Barring accidents, there is little excuse for a toothache," Dr.
Hetson said. "Today, the dental
profession and the public both,
know that toothache is a symptom
of a disease, rather than a disease
in itself.
"The cause of decay, the most
common ailment of mankind,' like
the causes of the common cold
and cancer, is still unknown to
science," Dr. Hutson continued.
"However, dentistry, by removing
the decayed substance of a tooth
and fortifying the remainder with
a chemically sound filling, is able
to says that tooth from further destruction and protect the nerve."
Dr. Hutson declared that the arrest f decay and the elimination
of dissases of the soft tissues of
the mouth are more dependent on
preys-100n than any other factor.
The patient, he explained, can
practice prevention through proper
diet and intelligent home care of
the month, while the dentist can
practice it through regular examinations of his patients:
Dentistry, in some' form or another, is gs old as civilization and
perhaps 'alder, Dr. Hutson declared. In ancient and medieval
times, however, and even in some
parts of the world today, dental
remedies were and are based chiefly on guesswork, superstition and
even magic.
In ancient times, the clergy practiced dentistry as well as medicine, tssurning that the sufferer
was possessed of an evil spirit
which had to be exercised. If the
patient found relief, the prestige
of the clergy increased; if he continued to suffer, it was assumed
that he was not worth saving and
that he was rloomed to the
whims of his evil spirit.
Since time immemorial, Dr. Hutson pointed out, - practically every
substance known to the -animal,
vegetable and mineral kingdoms
has been prescribed for aching
teeth. Charms and prayers were
used for erlief. One ancient Chinese remedy consisted of applying garlic encased in dough- to the
left ear if the ache were in the
right side of the mouth and vice
versa.
Dr. Hutson said early settlers
this country had little or no den.
tal service. Records show that
three barber-surgeons came here
from London in 1663, and advertised themselves as 'dentists, but
for years the practice of dentistry
was often the sideline of wig
maker and hair dersser. the geldsmith, the midwife, the wood turner and even the umbrella maker.
A tooth was either pulled out or
broken off for relief of a toothache and the only operative re,quirement was Spartan courage
and strength.
It was not until 1750 that dentistry began to attract attenban as
a disinct branch of medical knowledge. Pierre Fauchard, a French
physician 11675-1761) is regarded
as the father of Modern Dentistry.
He described - in detail the science
and art of dentistry.
This scientific consciousness on
the part of dentists was crystalized in Baltimore, Md., in 1840,
when two Americans, Drs. Horace
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GENERAL MOTORS'
NUMBER ONE CAR IS THE
NATION'S NUMBER ONE CAR
In Value.. irt Road Action with Economy

Sales!

"THE LONGEST OF THE LOT"
151 inches from front of grille to roar
of body-for length av6r• 44.0 covert
—Chevrolet for 1940 is the longest of
all lowest-priced cars! Big *Maids,
big inside, big in valve!

NEW EXCLUSIVE
The nation looks to
General Motorsfor genuine
motor car leadership!
You will find convincing
proof of this in the fact
.that General Motors'
number one car, Chevrolet
for '40, is also the nation's
number one car in dollar
value and in sales!
Chevrolet's great list of

MASTER 85
1WSINES5 COLIPI
slightly higher
Other modek

Mich.
priced at Reif,
All models
on rail
based
TrIsnsportation
local taxes (if
rates, state and
equipment and
any);\optional
Prices sub-

tiugalt-a---fealLtatSta rea,iie

Chevrolet the putstanding
.
car saiue of .11940.
And, of course, it's the
sales leader—for the ninth

time in the last ten years!

occessories—exiro.

.ikilhout
ject IP change

notice.

Eye It --T/Ly It ••
d‘ut

VACUUM-POWER SHIFT
The only steering column gearshift
available today on any cur that does
BO% of the work for you and requires
only 20% driver effort!
CHEVROLET HAS NOItt THAN 175 utroaTANT NOCKRIII FEATURES, 'NODDING,
nit "RIDE ROYAL"—WITEI CHIVROLIET'S
PERFECTED KNEK-ACTION SIDING SYSTEN• • NEW "ROYAL CLIPPER" STYLING
• RIGGER INSIDE AND OUTSIDE • NEM
FU1.L-W5ION11-004TSSYIIISPWIT • NEW
SEALED IMAM HEADLIGHTS WITH SEPARATE PARKING LIGHTS • SUPER-MEW
VALVE-IN-MEAD ENGINE • PIIIIPECTED
MYDRAUUC *RAKES_ .
"On 5'peciaf De Luse end Mosier
De Lose Series.

s. Naval Quota For
Miss Thelma Page has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Merrell spent to her work its Paris after spendKentucky to Be
Sunday
ing
was in Nashville
still having plenty Of. rain
100 For March
business.
hail. Waters had roads blockMrs. Tom Wingo, who
Puryear Route One

night with Mrs.
Wilson and children.

We're
and,

John Clements and Ralph Richardson trekking over the hot sands of the
a dramatic scene from Alexander Korda's technicolor
adventure spectacle, "Four Feathers," which will be shown at the

Sudan desert in

Varsity Theatre en Tuesday and Wednesday.

A. Hayden and Chapin A. baths,
founded the first dental school in
the world, the Batlimore College
of Dental Surgery. They were
the founders, also, of the first dental society and the first dental
journal.
Since 1840 American dentistry
has taken a place in medicine as
a specialty which seeks the cause
of mouth ailments to control the
effect, and which teaches that the
elimination of oral disease depends almost entirely on preventive measures. Meemwhile, the
profession has neared perfection
in restoring lost teeth with artificial . substitutes.

Bad Road News
Rain, rain, plenty-of rain! Maybe
everybody will catch plenty of
cistern water for the long, hot dry
days neat summer when the
weather gets dry and we get to
wishing ,for more rain.
The fourth Monday in February
filled the streets, stores and tobacco factories of Murray to overflowing with people. Parcef the
crowd conststed of Bert and Luther Deering and son, Captadia,
John and Adolphus Paschall, Jimmie Jones and son. Parvin, Jimmie and Fleetwood Paschall. Lots
of tobacco was on theafloors; lots
of mules for sale and a few selling.
Most of the tobacco in this community has been sold and delivered.
Those visiting in the home of
Mrs. John Paschall Monday afternoon were Mrs. Roy Paschall,
Mrs. Lewis Cosby, Mrs. Alice
Sheridan, -and Miss Clessie Cochran.
Mrs. Tom Lampkins and daughter, and Miss Clovis Bradley were

Phone 97

Maple Street

Murray, Ky.

Pali.

Mrs. Martha Paschall and little
grandson.; Max. were in the homeof John Paschall and family, Sunday afternoon.
John Paschall, James Miller
Deering and Irvan Cochran were
in Sedalia Sunday morning to
see Dr. Kanter.
Mr. and Mrs. Quitman
spent the afternoon Sunday with

INF:Cochran.

Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Lassiter
and little son, Wallace, spent Sunday night with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. •Chesley Paschall.
Greetings to the... Deering, Paschall, and Nance children of Detroit! The writer would like to
see you. I guess one of you had
a birthday aBout March 3. You
were thought of on that day.
Well, quilting has started. Maybe there won't be another cold
winter right soon.
Little Mits.
Fay
Paschall is
-spending a few -days with her
grandfather and
aunt, Clessie
Cochran.

fieurray Monday.

aded Saturday evening.
Several from this community
were in Paris Saturday evening.
Those that went were Mr. and Mrs.
James Loyd Jackson. Brenda Maye
Clayton, Burton Jackson, Bill, Virginia, Corinne, and Dorothy Jackson.
Rupert Maynard and
Robert
Barnhill visited Rimert's mother at
Murry Friday night.
Dorothy Jackson spent Friday
night with Brenda Maye Clayton.
Mr. and Mrs. James Loyd Jackson visited Saturday and Sunday
with Mrs. Jackson's father and
sisters, Marshall Clayton.
Allen L. Means, Dresden, Tenn.,
is leaving for Detroit, 'Mich., Sunday.
Sunday guests of Burton Jackson
were Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Jackson and son, Billy, and granddaughter, Virginia, and John Jackson. Afternoon callers were Rupert Maynard, Robert Barnhill,
Brenda Mae Clayton, Buren and
Ford Rogete, Peat Prence, John
Parker, Annie Larua, Jessie Be and
Quenton Boyd, Virginia, Pearl and
Corinne Jackson.
Evert -Hart of Dresden was in
Paris Saturday.
Several were in Paris First Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. James Loyd Jackson want to say hello to all their
uncles and aunts of Calloway county and wonder why they don't ever
come or "write.
Mrs. Lucile and Mrs. Mable
Jackson visited Mrs. Artie Sykes
Friday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. James Loyd Jackson spent Wednesday night with
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Merrell.
Mrs. Mary Hart and daughter,
Lottie Maye, visited Monday evening with Brenda Maye Clayton.
Whipper Will.

route last week for W.

several days with home folks.
Lon Shrader
last week on

has been
confined to her room with illness
The quota for enlistment in the
for several months., is slowly im- United States Navy for the month
proving.
of March will be 100 from the
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hill and 'state of Kentucky, according to a
Miss Ethel Mae Charlton were in statement from the Navy RecruitMurray Saturday.
ing Sub-station at Paducah, Ky.
A. T. Langston was in Murray Those who apply will be enlisted
Monday.
as soon as their papers are comA. Shrader was in Paris on busi- pleted,
which usually
requires
ness recently.
about three weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Cosley visited
In order to bring the Navy up
her sisters, Misses Connie and 13euto peace time strength as authorlah Lamb recently.
by the President it is exized
Ambrose and Needham Shrader
of Paducah were recent guests of pected that at least this number
their uncle, Lon Shrader, and fam- will be enlisted from Kentucky
each month for the . next six
ily.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Farris were months.
The Navy affords young men an
Sunday guests of her. father. John
Catchart, and faniily near Taylor's opportunity 'to learn a trade with
Store.
travel and free medical and denLester Farris and Leon Orr were tal attention.
in Murray Saturday.
A few of the trades which can
Mrs. Ira Lassiter is not so well be learned are. Radio Operator,
this week.
Machinist, Electrician, Carpenter.
Metalsmith and free courses of
Regardless of weather conditions, study are furnished by the ,Bua heavy coat of manure can be reau of Navigation on a majority
spread on the garden. Manure is of the trades.
Age limits for, enlistment are
necessary for best garden resultaa
Also,'plan- to plow the garden ear- from 18 to 31 and those interested
ly, turning it deep and well. How- are requested to write or call in
ever, not more than an inch
new person at the Navy _recruiting stasubsoil should be bruoght up.
tion, Paducah.

Hazel Route 1

of

WHEN MARCH WINDS BLOW
YOU'LL.NE,ED PROTECTION . C ...
"Western Kentucky HIM High Winds, Rain, and.
Hail"—This statement was made Sunday in*a daily newapaper.. "Every Building in Small Illinois
Town Wrecked', was another statement. Murray
Had Some Damage by Lightning,____
OF COURSE WE ALL HOPE THAT TEE' NEXT
STORM WON'T S'PR1KE MURRAY AND GALLOWAY COUNTY.

Mrs. Julia Bray continues ill at
the home of her son, Fred Bray,
and Mrs. Bray.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Johnson
But March and April are known as the stormy
visited his sister, Mrs. Fred Gallimonths, and it is indeed comforting to know that.
more and family Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Moore were
you have Adequate Insurance and Pretection.
in Murray Saturday.
Can You Afford to be Without It?
Mr. and Mrs. Make Erwin and
Miss Edith Myers were in Murray
shopping Saturday.
Ab Phillips was in Paris Tuesday
on business.
Mrs. Tommie Shrader is in Paducah this week.
Johnnie - Robertson
transacted
business in 'HazelTuesday.
INSURANCE AGENTS
Mr. and Mrs. C. Y. Langston visited his mother, Mrs. J. C. LangsGatlin Bldg.
Phone
331
ton and sister, Mrs. Avery Madrey
and family this weekend.
Bonding
Casualty
Fire
W. A. McSwain, Paris, was a
Hazel business visitor Monday.
"It *Does Make a Difference Who
C. C. Orr is not so well this
Writes Your Insurance"
week.
_Goft...miisted tettrat_
the mail a—
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Frazee & Melugin

Kirksey High School

Nost to the
HOTEL

EASTER
Are Almost Here!
Easter Commemorates
THE RESURRECTION OF OUR SAVIOR, AND SIGNIFIES
RESURRECTION TO COME ,OF ALL OUR LOVED ONES.

i

I
This is the season of the year when We patte in deepthe great
est reverence to those who -have passed
beyond ... it is'the time of the year whentanY peopls,,
who lave not done so already,'plan to et4fct suitable
memorials and markers 'to the graves of Alen- loved
1 - --ones.
;

The spring winds will soon dry up the soil
invite yon to came in and make a ,setectiat
ceived in the next few days. by Easter, W
and gra4ite, at prices'that suit your parti

*YOUR OLD KENTUCKY
NOME IN LOUISVILLE"
fhcoucih the years the rec(rster of Hotel Seelbach reads
like a no4e out of the nation
history. Enraf the distinction
of a stay at Hotel Seelbach
on VS:it./t next tail
varr THE DERBYROOM
Soend a pleasant hour in t/ss
sarfas famous Bavarian Bar
grid Cafe Lounqe--rthoroughly
AIR CONDITIONED-always 77

SPRING and

Many new monuments will be erected ia Calloway
county this spring and summer after a wibter during
which'thecondition of the ground matte i impossible
to'pat -up markers.
..

SEELBACH

STOFFTC

W Itt

Mr. and Mrs. Brent Steele and
children were week-end visitors of
Gus Tyler and family.
Shirley Lampkins was In the
home . of Ervin Cochran Sunday
afternoon.
Ervin Cochran and dalfighters,
Clessle and Mrs. Olin Sheridan,
were in the home of his niece,
Mrs. Leroy Key, one day last.wee.
Adolphus Paschall sottra---ftIce
-bunch of hogs Saturday.
John and Leland Paschall and
Mose Waldrop and Edd Mitchell
were at Jones Mill Saturdar-bf
last week.
Gladys
Kemball
and family
moved to their new home near
Osage Thursday of last week.
Nolan Ovetty and family moved
to the house vacated by Mr. Kern-

Bed-time visitors in -the home
bf John Paschall and family Monday night were Mr. and Mrs.
The Mothers' Club is giving two
Olin Sheridan and son, Adolphus. one-act plays Saturday night, March
Olin Sheridan was in the home 9. at _2:45. "Crazy to Reduce" and
of Mr. and Mrs. Chesley Paschall "The Bigger and Better Baby Conone day last week.
test- will,-furnish. plenty of laughBetween
Cecil Paschall butchered two ter and crtertainment
nice hogs Monday of last week.
acts there --will be other entertainAdolphus Paschall was in the ment.
Members of the Future Homehome of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Lampkins Tuesday of last week. makers Club have been divided into
Mrs. Adolphus Paschall did some eight groups for the purpose of
sewing for Mrs. Sarah Deering keeping the classrooms neat and in
order. The group that is most sucone day teat week.
George Cochran hauled wood cessful will be given a party by
Wednesday of last week for his the president. Evelyn Palmer.
Plans arc being made for the last
father, Ervin Cochran.
Cecil Paschall helped his father, party of the year, the Dating Party.
will be given sometime soon.
It
Chesley Paschall, cut wood one day
We are very sorry to report that
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Jones and our attendance it our last meetings
son, Parvin, finished loading to- hasn't been so large-on account of
bacco Wednesday of last week, illness. We hope the members will
Mrs. Martha Paschall visited in be back soon.
The home economics class was
the home of Mrs. Erma Jones
very highly honored in having Bro.
Tuesday morning.
and the
Shirley Lampkins visited hi ond, Sister Blankenship
faculty members for dinner Friday.
uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.
March 1, at 12 noon.
Marion Lampkins, and son Rob' Anna Frances Miller; Laverne
ert, a_le_w-days last week.
Edwards, Doris Workman. Sue
Mr. and Mrs. Cratic Paschall Johnson and Angie Dean7.yers
have been stripping tobacco ..for %yip Mr. Lancaster took part -in-the
the past few days.
County Debate Tournament held
Misses Bettie and Lucy Orr are at Murray High School.
busy quilting during these gloomy
The music and speaking contestdays.
ants are working in preparation
Leland
Paschall
visited
his for the county forensic and music
cousirs John Paschall and family tournament to be held at Lynn
one night last week.
Grove March 12.
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Lassiter
We were indeed _thrilled with the
and small siin, Wallace, vutifed way oaf lank-etbiill boys played in
Mrs. Lassiter's father and mother. the district tournament at Benton.
Mr. and Mrs. Chesley Paschall, re- This week we are playing our class
tournament.cently.
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atid we can erect memorials. We
now. We can erect any ()Peters re-give you the best qualities of marble
lar need.

See us tdday about d stone that will appro riately mark the last resting place
of your loved -ones. , Prices are al-ways re sonable.
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METHODIST CHURCH NOTES
sunday. March 10, 1940

Children were lerldity min visit-, dentng some. She has 200 cabbage
ors of Mr. Duncan's mother, Mrs. plants set out and also some
Come right over and
onions.
Theo, Smith
we'll have cabbage and onions.
visitCulver
Harold
and
Howard
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Charles Revo and Alfred
ed
Mrs. J. C. Culver were Mr. and
Steele Saturday.
Mrs. Orby Culver and children,
Tommy and Lemon Burkeen and Mr. and Mrs. John
Culver._
were in Almo Saturday on busiSunday afternoon callers of Mr.
ness.
Mr. and
were
Steele
Mrs. Nancy Ann Burkeen is sick and Mrs. Ray
Mrs. Howell Smith.
with chills.
Edson Harris bought 12 hogs.
The roads are some better here
on Dexter Route I. Part of the and two goats last week.
the
but
dragged,
road has been
Ceylon Chapman sold a nice
rural carrier yet comes en thruogh bunch of hogs Saturday.
with mud axel deep.
Mrs. Howell Smith was a SaturKentucky Tiller, I sure did like day afternoon taller of Mr. and
your letter last week. Come on Mrs. Gaylon Chapman.
with another long letter this week.
Hello Sweet Pea and family of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jones have Sunny Tennessee! Just wonder
had
and
roof
been repairing their
how you are and if you ever see
a flue plastered Thursday.
that sister of _Pop Eye's up there at,
Ray Steele finished stripping in Tennessee?
tobacco last week.
We wish for Mrs. W. I. Fader.
I read in the Hospital News that and Mrs. Otis Eldridge a speedy
Mrs. Wiley Hatfield was a patient recovery.
We wish for her a speedy reI'll run on for this time, but will
covery.
be back in the columns again next
been
has
who
Jesse Culver.
week.—Pop 'Eye.
working at Camp Knox, is working at Murray now.
It pays to read our Classifieds.
Mrs. Ray Steele has been gar-

Mr. and Mrs. Demoy Roberts
and daughter. Marilyn, visited
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
from
Conyersville
of
Roberts
Thursday until Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Wilson spent
Friday night in the home of Bob
Morris and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Noah Wheatley
visited Mr. and Mrs. Edd Holt and
family from Wednesday until Friday.
Miss Sue Nance was a guest of
her grandmother. Mrs. C. T. Morris, Wednesday night. Other callers were Mr. and Mrs. Demoy
Roberts and daughter, Mr. and
Mrs. -Noah Wheatley, and Miss
Avis Holt.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Calloway
visited Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Adams
and children Saturday night.
Parvin and H. B. Lee have returned to their home in Michigan
after being called here to be at
the bedside of their mother, Mrs.
Bob Lee. who had pneumonia.
, McSwainewho has
"Aunt Verge"
been ill for sometime, shows very
little improvement.
Lynn Hayes has been on the
Ci
sick list.
Mrs. Lelon McNutt and Mrs.
Orvis McNutt and baby were Friday afternoon callers on Mrs. Edd
Holt and daughter.
Bennie Robinson was the weekend guest in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Bun Wilson and children of
Jones Mill,
Bob Morris and T. L. McNutt
transacted business in Pairs Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Brooks Bucy and
children weze Sunday - atternoon
callers of Mrs. Leona Grubbs,
Bun Wilson and sons and Parvin Young were down Buchanan
way stripping tobacco last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Prince Robinson
eLsited_..relatives in Paris SunCHURCH OF CHRIST NOTES
day night.
Organized in 1915. 4-H clubs in year. and al.eep, poultry and other
Sunday. March 7, 1940
Guy Adams and William H. Holt
Kentucky have had an enrollment livestock, dairying, gardening. can- attended a Leap Year party at
put
all
sewing
and
boys
cooking
farm
ning.
half-million
a
nearly
There's a little bit of the "show
of
Lord's Day: - Bible study at 9:45
Puryear High School Wednesday
a. m., worship at 10:45 a. m. and and girls in 25- yerire.---485,380. to money into the pockets of the night.
off" in all of us, but there is a
be exact. —Membership last, year youngsters.
7:15 p. -m.
Guy Adams visited William E.
limit, where safety ends and
•
Officers of the Kentucky AssociWednesday: Ladies' Bible class totaled 42,000. and J. W. WhiteBuey Sunday night.
danger begins. A windshield
at 2:30 p. m., prayer meeting at house, state club leader, plebs to ation of 4-H Clubs, shown above
You Can't Drive
are, left to right: Dorothy Angel,
make it 45,000 this year.
cluttered With stickers that
7:15 p. m. vice-president:
county,
Club boys and girls engage in . Warren
"A Ministry That Ministers", will
Safely Unless
are unnecessary reduces your
I be the topic at the merning hour various kinds of farm and home Gerald Schaffer. Union county.
vision to the point where it is
Your Car is Safe
work, and earn while they learn,. president. and 011ie Frances Wilof worship.
ha zardous.
Good morning, folks! Here I
"A FoOlish Exchange". will be for many of their projects are son. Madison county, secretary.
•
highly profitable. Beef cattle pro- They will be in charge of the come with e little news from Gorthe topic at the evening service.
C I, Francis, Minister. duction, for instance.- brings 'club-- afiiival Junior Week at the Uni- don Ridge.
Drive Safely—Stay Alive
members more than $90.000 a versity of Kentucky June 10-15.
Those on the sick list here are
better at this writing. •
Driving a ear' is more 'of a responsiin honer of his 82nd birthday.
Mrs. Edson Harris, who has
bility every day. We urge you To stay e.
Those present were Mrs. Haney been very ill with measles, is
within the bounds of caution, and t6
Nance and children, Paris, Mr. and much better.
a
I Mrs. Hafford Paschall and family.
..:-day. March 2: 1940, we
Mr.. and Mrs. Gaylon Chapman,
keep your car in condition!
Glenn Ed Paschall of near Cross- ,Puryear, Mr. and Mrs. Will Os- who are ill, are much improved.
.:ely rece.ved heavy rain and
on
bron, Hazel. Mr. and Mrs. Lester
eel'. Cisterns and ponds are ful land. called Monday morning
Ray Steele was a business visitand the;ii-ver down at the old his grandmother, Mrs. S. V. Miller. Taylor, Bruceton. Mr. and Mrs. or in Murray Thursday.
Lynn
to
Mr.
enroute
Camden.
was
Hollingsworth,
Paschall
Mr.
Henry
Coldwater iron bridge went on a
Robert Jones shopped in Dexregular G-whiz and washed corn Grove to deliver his nice gray and Mrs. Frank Taylor, Dresden, ter Saturday.
stalks out of fields away down team which he had sold to a Mrs. Grace Hicks, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Haley were in
Lyndell Taylor, and Mr. Orr, Dexter Saturday.
below. • And folks that went to -Kirksey man for $300.
Murray repented of their sins.
Mrs. Carlie Steele and son, AlOn account of muddy roads, the Bruceton, Tenn.. Mr. and .Mrs.
Mr. Torn Smith. 82. of Cold- Rev. K. G. Dunn called in his ap- Junior Paschall, Cottage Grove, fred were Friday afternoon visitPhone 32
Corner N. 4th & Walnut
water, Was accieentally knocked pointment for preaching Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Ellis, Lone tors of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jonesr
HernTed
Joe
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Oak.
. and Mrs. Solon Duncan and is
down by an automobile and sus- morning at this church. However.
Mr.
tained a broken leg. He was car- some who did not get the notice don, Greenfieht,---Tcnn.. Mr.. and
WAV/iii9M6,5014.16WAM,
V,
,
Mr.
and
Hazel,
Ellis,
Shannon
Mrs.
ried to a Murray hospital. I am went to the church.
,
sorry for this good man.
Leo Carraway is reported as im- and Mrs. Stark Erwin and HerSay, did you read "The Spill- proving nicely. He has been ill man Ellis of the home.
way" by Waylon on editoril page for several weeks and is yet in the
in last week's Ledger & Times? It 'Clinic Hospital.
is worth it. as
Many enjoy listening in on the
the bride said radio program at 9 a. m. from
take this method to express
that went thru Hopkinsville where they hear the
a railroad . tun- Kentucky Quartet with Mrs. May- our sincere thanks and deep appeeciation to all these who minis•
nel.
delle Taylor. pianist.
We thought Mrs. Turn Wilker- tered to our. comfort and shared
And J")hn
t-son's flock of 30 Rhode Island our grief' in loving sympathy and
.N e a I, former • Red hens made a. fine egg record kindness, on the occasion of the
editor of Led- in January with an average of 17 death of our beloved husband, son
We
ger & Times eggs per hen: but the record was and brother, Heron Hurt.
past t•iw° much better in February with an shall ever be grateful to the
for
friends in Detroit who were with
years has gone average of 22 eggs per day. ,
to Bloomington,
Mr.. and Mrs. Ray-pond Story him in his last hours and to our
Ind., to be •con: and baby are spending a few neighbors and friends at home
who waited with us through the
'ecled in the service of a big, weeks in the home of Mrs. Story's
laity newspaper. I appreciate the parents. Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. lonely hours. Acknowledgement is
',ears that he Conferred on "Ole Wrather. and Mr Story continues made of the many beautiful floral
May God bless you,,
offerings.
;igle". I have his and Mrs. Neal's his teaching duties at Almo.
etures in my red back album.
Master Holmes 'Ellis of Lone every one.—Mrs. Grace Hurt, Mr.
I've never known but one vie- Oak, spent several days last week
. m of cigarrette habit that quit with his aunt. Mrs. Leila Erwin,
Twenty-five Grant county farm.,iid stuck to it. Mr. Stark. on
Mr. Frank Paschall of Henry era are feeding their sheep blackBenton ',highway, had become Thin, county, Tenn.. who is spending the strap molasses.
lost weight and had a fluttering Winter with his daughter, Mrs.
below his heart. He had Dr. Stark, Hartie Ellis, had the pleasure of
In Letcher county, the Farm Sehis, kinfolk at ,Kirksey to diagnose his children
many of his curity Administration has aided in
and
htsease."Then Victer said, "Are grandehildo • • •
placing
several purebred bulls.
Sunday
him
you a cigarrette smoker?" He said
"yes, about a package daily." The
doctor said. "you are headed for
the graveyard" . So the man, north
of Murray. quit forever. Now he
has gained 30 poutade and is the
picture of health. Forty-two years
ago February 28. I quit my smoking. foolishrvss. At that time I
was flirting with the graveyard!
Are you listening?
John H.- Brinn will preach at
Kirksey. Church of Christ. next
Sunday at 104e a. m.. and at night.
and Garvin Curd will preach at
Union Grove at 10:45 a. m. Please
hear them. '
Claud •Miller' • census taker of
business firms, enroute from Coldwater- to Kirksey, invited me inte
- his 'radio car. We landed in ,KirkFor.as little as $25 per
iey in 10- minUtes--athriving" busiNEWS ITEM
neni ...town. In Terrye-Cochran'a
nionth you ,,can return
store, -seen- Killebreof "set up"
TVA will spend $15,to your own home every
-told drinks, to '1:11._Esitglee then.
"as you might -day", iMrs. Jane
this year on
000,000
evening within a few
wierf. I blew My" head
Bridges;
dam
the
Gilbertsville
/
bY
weeks time . .. and evoff.
When you buy your chicks, be sure to have a supply of Purina"
Mks. EgPthee Smith• uf Mayfield
for
and
construction
ery evening thereafter.
her Pa and Ma. Mr. and
r %lilt
Chick Startena on hand. Startena gets chicks off to a good start
land
of
purchase
the
assist
us
let
'teeters
now,
Act
Joel Cochran, eel
.builds into them the strength and vigor to live and grow,'
in the flooded area.
ver the weekend.
you in getting an FHA
Rental property will
Mr. Paris Swift. finest ,eillow at
contains the minerals and vitamins needed to grow
it
because
loan, assist you with
had, moved tar Bee Cochran's
be in demand in Murplace at Stella. 1".- -1 you know
strong chicks. When you ask for Startena, be sure that you
your plans and get a
ray. Does your house
resrectable
there, are five
the genuine-PURINA STARTENA
need to be improved
0-"im 71,
new home started right
widows_ at Coldwater eel four out
-6,4* 4.71•
or remodeled. Homes
Stella Way? Paul calls oin their
your
—in the Checkerboard Bag.
remodel
or
away,
-4%..4142D.4;
eames,in high praise in last chapmay be remodeled
old or.
We have plenty of fresh Purina
‘61.74•-.0.•••-a,'
e.
ter of Romans.
under the FHA easy
• •• • .
Daughter Mary Warren of Las
II PVIIIRA 0
Startena in stock and can also fill your
payment plan.
Vegas. Nev., sent me 'Evening
Jouenal newspaper which vrarvery
other chick raising needs. Make our
ct1 01A
:
11
.
1 1104
1
11.
10°11,
.
interesting. In the want "ace'
store your chick headquarters.
page: "A green talking parrot for
re),
swear
sale. $50.00. Does not
nor use insulting language. Just a
PURINA bevirteol.df CHICKS
regular, refined (Polly wants a
A
COMBINATION - PURINA CHICK START( NA
cracker) lady." If that bird could
be. on the swapping. ring Fourth
Monday in Murray it would are.
Builders of Quality Homes fo,r Over 26 Years
East Depot Street
quire the bad habit, of kussing by
Hazel, Ky.
N. 3rd St.—Murray
note. Astonish even the clergy.
,
A4440:4&44.9WAWA6,,ViWWWWWWWWPW:AWWWWWWWWWWWW•VAWWWWWWWWWWWW.4
'W/WWWWWWWAIAMAI /WWWW44e464,"4444444KA4,
,
Phone 575
////
and die-off a-laughing.-L"Eaglev.

- -Al the evening worship hour. 7:30
o'clock. we will be glad to have
IFIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
•
Bro. H. L. Lax, my esteemed felA. V. Havens, Minister
low pastor, as our preacher and his
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH Nolte
many friends and members in and
'Why Sleep Ye?" will be the ser- near Murray are cordially invited
Sunday. March la, 1940
mon subject of A. V. Havens, min- to the service.
Preaching by the pastor morning ister of the First Christian Church,
we appreciate Bro. tax and his
Can
M
and evening. Subjects.
service, family and the contribution they
a Child of God Ever Become a at the morning worship
make to our town and county
Child of the Devil?", P. M -Is The next Sunday. In announcing the
The pastor will preach at the
sermsm. Mr. Havens remarked. "A
Title Good?"
to a morning worship hour. 10:50 o'clock
Church School meets promptly lot of us could be compared
Diesel and the special musical feature of
at 9:30, with classes for all ages ship equipped with powerful
the service will be the men's quarunder the care and direction of engines but navigating only sin the tet from the college. You will enso
nd
sail, W
single
a
or
power
faithful officers and teachers. each
joy the singing of these young men
class meets in a room separated live on a mere fraction of our passof thisi m odists
hngs
etti
two mmee
There
atfrom other rooms for the study of sibilities, in energy, power and
tothe
are
l.he
portan
tainment. in joy. happiness and
the Bible lesson for the day.
Dresden.
next week, the one at
Trainizat Union meets every Sun- satisfaction. In this sermon. he Tenn.. on Tuesday. March 12. when
Jesus
day evening at 6:15. with Bible said. "the question which
pastors and laymen of the disthe
will
studies arranged by the eery best put to his slumbering disciples
trict have their regular meeting.
present
our
us
us
to
applied
be
studof students and scholars. The
In connection with this meeting the
les cover a wide range of programs, day.
women of the district are to have
covering the held est Bible study
The service will begin promptly their meeting, to elect proper repstudies are at 10:50 with the beautiful organ resentatives to the. Conference at
and church life.
ught out as to prelude by Charles Farmer. Special :Mayfield later in the month.
so arranged and
prepare the members of the church music will be presented by the
Also, the meeting of the young
for better work at home and abroad. 'trained chorus choir, directed by people at Paris. Tenn., on Thursday
There is a Union for each age be- Prof. L. R. Putnam.
night...March 14, at which meeting
Convenient we hope to have 1.000 young pepole
etikt Some More
ginning with the Story Hour for
Time." will be the'sermon subjeet. of the Paris District. We expect
the little tots.
Mid-week meeting every Wed- at the Sunday night church service. 50 young people from the Murray
o'clock
This next Sunday. Special music will church to attend and we will want
nesday evening at 7
meeting is one where every i ,em- be featured.
cars for , that number. Encourage
The Sunday School will meet your -young people to attend this
bee of the family-will recels, a
' • re Sunday
morning at 9.30, led by meeting.
spiritual eplift that will
Superintendent R. L. Wade,
them for better living betw t12.1
The regular sessions of the SunThe Christian Endeavor Societieit, day Scheiel afford you an opporLord**. diets. Here Mil . heitgospel singing, testimony. -pra: !- will meet at 6:30. Sunday evening. tunity for religious development
and Bible study are in eviden: • the Junior Society meeting in the that you can not afford to miss.
Immediately following this meetin... children's department and the Also, your children need this reis the brief study of the Bible,les- Young People's Society meeting in ligious culture. Bring them to
ire'-young people's parlor.
t.
son for fhe next Sunday.
Sunday School.
The Woman's Missionary Society
The church extends a cordial inThe young people will give your
! meet Tuesday afternoon. at boys and girls e place of service in
vitation to everyone to attend ey- •
.cry service of the church whenever 12:30, at the home of Mrs. W. M. their meetings each Sunday evenit is possible to do so. You teBl_find t Reeder on North Seventh.
ing.
Visitors and strangers are always
welcome
J. Mack Jenkins. Pastor.

Has "Spring Fever"
Got You?
Tworigt

Kentucky 4-H Clubs Reach Half-Million
Farm Boys and Girls

Buchanan News

Keep 'em on your
trunk—for safety!

Gordon Ridge

Stella Gossip

S.-Pleasant Grove

PERSONALIZED SERVICE

Hendon's Texaco Station

Drink Sunburst&
It'i the Best Spring Tonic in Ihe'Worldl
Full of Health Promoting MineralA, Vita--mins, and Body. Building Food ingredients. It's Pasteurized.

DRINK A QUART A DAY
Phone 191
•

Murray Milk Products
COMPANY

Our Appreciation
We

No Path
Is So Inviting
as that Leading to
Your Own Home!

BUILT FOR

• RAPID GROWTH
• HIGH LIVABILITY

Our Easy Payment Plan
Under the F.H.A. Enables
YOU to Own One.

leed

WORKInG,

DEMOCRACY
Ownership of ,aite—Bell System, of which the Southern Bell
Company is a part, rests nor with a selected few but with about
675,000 stockholders, thrifty, independent Americans living in
cities, towns, villages and farms over the nation.
The Southern Sell .Company is managed and operated by
20,000 skilled workers, members of a progressive, financially
stable organization founded on the democratic principle that
assures to every worker the recognition of initiative and equal
opportunity to advance.'These 20,000 people are your friends
and neighbors and •re substantial contributors to the prosperity
and progress of the communities in which they live.
The Southern Bell Telephone Company, in providincOuick,
dependable service at low cost to the millions of peoplaltn the
South, has made the telephone truly anInstrureent for the people.

SOUTHERfl BELL TELEPHOU nno TELEGRRPH(WPM
INC0•1011•TE0

Purina Startena
and See the Difference!
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EQUAL WILLIAMS

Murray Lumber Co.

C. W.CURD
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